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CONNECTION

SIXTEEN PACES

OlEO 2000 VISITORS'

$2.00 PER YEAR

CLUB LEADERS TO HOED
SERVICE OFF

PASSED

SURVEYEflJFOH

TRAINING

OTOLITH

OF DUNCAN

SEE SCHOOL

EXHIBITS

CONFERENCE

SATURDAY

Mas, Disabled aa Re. A. G. Sharp and Roy Hooper, Both of Work of Splendid School System All Community Leadera In County
Occupation LicMiM Tu of $78 Par Eight
Big
Amarillo, Under Arrest.
aull of War, Preparlag for
Shows Progress Made During
Day, and $200 par Day for
Will Meet to Confer Witb State
Boom Caaba LoeateaV
Vocational Training.
Past Year. Prises Awarded.
"Gaaee. mi SUIT
Leader. 40 to be Present
I

The City Council want on record
with
MH.tr plexui jalf at carnival
shows, wild west and minstrel shows
Monday night when City Ordinance
No. 144 waa paaaed.
The moit striking clause in the ordinance places the occupation tax on
"games of skill" at $200 per day. The
general fee for carnivals and other
traveling shows is $75 per day, with
and
$5 per day for
other riding devices.
It costs, too, to put on a parade or
bnlly-ho- ,
for the new ordinance places
the cost of this privilege at $1.
Suction two of the ordinance places
the occupation tax on stock companies, traveling companies, musical
comedy companies and others at $50
per day,
In providing a penalty for violation
of this ordinance, the council decrees
that any person upon conviction
therefor shall be fined any sum not
less than $100, and that each day
shall constitute a separate offense.
merry-go-roun-

WALL PAPER AND
PAINT STORE ESTABLISHED
T. G. Von Wolff of Laa Vegas has
recently moved to Clovis and has es
tablished a paint and wall paper
busness at the rear of the Farmers
State Bank. Mr. Von Wolff will also
do a contracting business.

APPOINTED
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF

DOUG HAMMOND

At the meeting of the city council
Monday evening, Doug Hammond was
rl'j'dnted assistant fire chief, and
afcumed hia new duties Tuesday.
Mr Hammond is an old timer here.
PAVING PROGRESSING
Work is progressing rapidly on the
paving this week. Thursday morning,
according to Superintendent Rand,
1,010 yards of concrete were laid on
Main Street in 4 v, hours which he
says is the record in New Mexico.
The foundation for the paving has
now been completed on four blocks.

Seven more men from Curry Coun
ty and one from DeBaca County,
veterans of the world war who are
suffering from disabilities incurred in
line of duty, were surveyed for training under government supervision by
Fred C. Wardwell, field representa
tive of the Federal Board of Voca
tional Training, Monday.
These men were, Terrell B. Rose of
Grady, Tandy E. Bush of Yeso, Henry
F. Gentsch of Melrose, Forrest Johnson of Claud, John Tleberghein, W. C.
Tate, Henry S. Mitchell and Jimmie
Lee Burns of Clovis.
service men who were
, All former
disabled in line of duty to such an
extent that their injuries constitute a
vocational handicap, are entitled to
vocational training, according to Mr.
Wardwell. Men eligible to section
two training' are allowed $100 per
month with additional allowance for
dependents, during the period of
training.
The Federal Board is especially
anxious to get in touch with all disabled soldiers in order that their
cases may be reviewed Immediately.
Men now eligible for training should
communicate immediately with the
Curry County Chapter of the American Red Cross, for such cases will
not be considered if not filed within
one year from this date.
Mr. Wardwell will be in Clovis May
23rd and at that time will explain
the work and alms of the Federal
Board to the local chapter of the
American Legion.

"The best ever," was the verdict of
at
Local club leaders from every comPortales, and Roy Hooper, also of approximately 2,000 Clovis people munity in the county now engaged in
Amarillo, is held in Clovis, in con- who visited the school exhibits last boys' and girls' club work, will attend
nection with the death of John W. Friday. The LaCasita school on the the club leader conference which will
A. G. Sharp

of Amarillo

is held

City officials announce that
the water and light service will
be off from midnight Saturday
to 5 :00 a. m. Sunday, and from
8:00 a. m. Sunday throughout
most of the day. The new boilers and the new water well will
be connected up at that time.
During a part of the day It will 4
be possible to get water, but cus- tomers are urged not to use
water for irrigating or watering
lawns, so that the reserve can be
4
used in caae of fire.
4
4
44

Duncan of Wichita, Kansas, .whose, west side, and the south ward school be held in the High School auditorium
body was found in a car on the Clovis-- 1 were open during the afternoon and next Saturday, May 7th, according to
Portales Highway, April 27th. Sharp the High School building and the new Mrs. Edna Hume Durand, county club
was arrested In Texlco Saturday af- Fugene Field school were open after- leader.
ternoon and Amarillo authorities ar- noon and evening. '
W. H. Trentman, assistant state
rested Hooper there the same day.
.4.11
the schools were crowded with leader in charge, will preside over the4
According to statements of Hooper, enthusiastic parents and visitors in meeting, and about forty are expected
the two came out of El Paso recently the afternoon, and the crowds practi- to attend.
FIRST BASEBALL CAME
Miss Richardson, state home demin a car which carried "three sacks cally doubled in the evening.
of "whiskey bottles." What is thought
The work from the primary grades onstration leader, will be one of the
TD BE PLAYED SUNDAY
to be a part of the contents of the to the High School formed a Bplen-di- d speakers of the day. Others on the
M.
program
Bickley,
will
J.
Prof
be
"three sacks'.' waa located Friday
exhibit and many were amazed at
when prohibition officers found about the progress that had been made by W H. Trentman, County Agent E. C. Pitcher
and Catcher on the Job Ready
Hollinger, Mrs. R. A. Crawford of
60 quarts of whiskey and fifteen gal the students.
to Make Short Work of Tncum-car- i.
Grady, Miss Minna Wingo of Bellview,
lons of alcohol cached near the Texico
New Suits Arrive.
The manual training and domestic
Mrs J. D. Hopper of Moye, and Mrs.
road, Following the finding of the
science exhibits at the High School
Edna Hume Durand, county club
liquor, the Dodgd car which they Were
Everything is ready for the first
drew much fuvorable comment, and
lender.
driving was confiscated.
baseball game of the season. Tucum-cawould have compared favorably with
C.
C.
Mr.
Among the visitors will be
The arrest of Sharp and Hooper similar college exhibits.
will be the first victim, and the
Head, Quay County club leuder, and game will be ataged
came about as the result of a bit of
at the diamond
Prizes were given for the best Mr. Raymond Curry, Torrance Coun
detective work on the part of Clovis
just off North Main Street, next Sunwork in manual training. R. L. Pryor ty club leader.
officers, Investigation proved that
day afternoon at 3:30 sharp. Paracted as judge and placed particular
they were near the scene of the murticular stress is to be laid on the word
stress on the quality of workmanship, BAPTISTS RAISE $6,000
der between three and four o'clock
"sharp", for Manager W. B. Mack
Joining, etc. Gene Walton was awardFOR LOCAL HOSPITAL says
on the morning that the dead man
that every game this season will
ed first prize on a dressing table, and
was found, where they are reported
begin on time.
received a $10.50 brace and bit set.
More
was
raised
$6,000
for
than
to have stopped to fix a tire. They
Dutch Murphy, of Fort Worth, forWilliam Lewis received second prize the Baptist Hospital in the drive for
drove into Texico, it is said, and stopon a rocking chair and was given a funds which closed this week, it was merly with the Henrietta Club, arped at a hotel Wednesday morning,
Disston saw. Robert Taylor received announced Thursday.
For the past rived Thursday and is warming up
Sharp stayed there but Hooper disapthird prizo on a dressing table and few weeks the campaign has been to do the mound work of the club this
peared .the next day and was later
was given a steel square. The money conducted within the' congregation season, and Porter Cave, catcher, has
arrested in Amarillo.
for prizes was donated by Clovis of the Bnptist church, and this week been working with the club all week.
Photographs of Hooper have been merchants.
Monday afAt the first work-oClovis business men subscribed apsent to ElPaso in an effort to estab
ternoon, more than thirty ambitious
All three of these boys are Sopho- proximately $1000 to the fund.
lish the identity of the man who is
The hospital has made a splendid diamond artiBts were on the job, and
mores.
reported to have left there with the
record during the six months it has rivalry for berths on the regulars has
Georgea
dressing
by
A
made
table
i
two
days before the shoot
dead man
During that time been keen,
FOR TRACK MEET WINNERS
avis, the only girl In the manual been operating.
nig occurred,
No line-uhave been
more
patients
200
for Sunday's game has
than
'. tilling class, drew special comment
Medals for winners in the County
announced, but the locals are
been
for,
only
deaths
five
have
and
cared
worn .aany visitors .. ine wow in tne
track mwl held icently are ready
confident that they'll sUrt the seamechanical drawing, was also very been recorded.
for distribution now, according to MEMBERSHIP DRIVE TO
son In grtsat style.
good.
Prof. C. A. Freeman, superintendent
A schedule with neighboring town
WILL ERECT LARGE COLD
The domestic science and domestic
at
Ranchvale.
of schools
will be worked out shortly. The club
STORAGE
PLANT
HERE
art exhibits also drew much comment
START NEXT IIIEDN E!
Winners in the meet should call at
will journey to Tucumcari on May 15
from
the visitors. The domestic
The New Mexico Creamery, Pro- for the second battle.
office
the county superintendent's
throughout
punch
girls
served
science
duce and Poultry Company is the
and receive their medals.
One Hundred "Busiest" Men and Wo- tt.e afternoon and evening.
name of a new firm that has recently
man Work for Goal of 300 MemClovis has boasted for gome time
been incorporated to do business in
in
bers of Chamber of Commerce
system
of having the best school
TRADE TRIP TO
Clovis.
The business will be under
TO BE
the state, and Friday's exhibit went the management of G. A. Freiden- One hundred of the busiest men farther than anything else to show
bloom, formerly of Roswe!'., and he
BE HELD ON MAY I3TH
and women of Clovis will start out that Clovis has a right to boast,
will have associated with him J. H.
HELD. NEXT TUESDAY next Wednesday morning to secure
The exhibit is said to be the best Appleby and J. H. Snell of El Paso,
at least 300 members for the reorga- by far that has ever been shown in Texas. The company has recently Data Changed From May 10th for
is Object of Dinner. nized Chamber of Commerce. Last Clovis, and the school authorities are purchased the property just east of
Convenience of People Along
night the twenty-fou- r
captuins who to be congrntuluted on the work that
Carl C. Magee, of Albuquerque,
Make Trip.
r
. Route. Many Will
Grocery Co. which
the
huve been pledged, met and chose the has beefc accomplished during the
to be the Principal Speaker,
consists of n lot 50x125 which faces
lieutenants whom they will usk to year.
Clovis njerchnnts will make their
on the track.
There the company,
Everyhody in Clovis and vicinity, Lnssist them in the membership can
according to Mr. Friedenhloom will trade trip on Friday, May 13th, the
The entire team organization
RETURNS TO CLOVIS.
men and women, is invited to attend vass.
erect a cold storage and creamery date being changed from the 10th to
four divisions of six teams each
what will be known as the "Greater
plant. The cold storage will have a meet the convenience of people along
E. C. Enstin has returned to CloClovis" civic dinner 'at the High with a captain and three lieutenants
capacity of seven car loads and. it the route. On the 13th the schools
in
School gymnasium
next Tuesday on each team will meet at the Elks vis after a several months' stay
will be the company's aim to deal in will close in some of the communities
evening, May 10th, at 6:00 o'clock. Hall Friday evening of this week to Jacksonville, Florida. Mr. Eastin's poultry, eggs and other produce in and therefore the merchants will be
him in Clovis in a
The affair is to be the culmination of receive final instructions and be fur- family will join
wholesale quantities.
The plan will able to meet a greater number of
they
will again make
and
weeks,
few
with
nished
The
"ammunition."
the arousal of civic spirit preceding
be (o buy in neighboring localities people as mnny will be gathered nt
the Chamber of Commerce campaign teams will choose the prospects, upon this place their home.
and to ship here from the valley and the school buildings for the closing
for membership and income and the whom they will call, at this meeting.
make up car lot shipments from this exercises of school.
Then on Wednesday morning, May
reorganization along modern, standThe business men have responded
point. Poultry will be dressed here
will
organization
ard lines. There will be no solicita- 11th, the entire
C. OF C.
preparatory to shipping in cold stor- almost unanimously to take cars on
tion of any kind, the affair being meet, have their pictures taken, and
age to other markets. The new firm the trip and the committee wishes to
staged in order to give everyone an start out on the canvass. They will
is incorporated for $40,000.
invite everyone who will to join in on
NEKT MONDAY NIGHT
opportunity to learn about the plans work till noon and meet at luncheon
the trip.
for Clovis' future and to erjoy the for reports where the standing of the
WANT MORE SIDEWALKS
spirit which is being tenms and divisions will be figured on Business Men Urged to Attend in InAND FEDERAL BUILDING CUPID KEEPS COUNTY
engendered in the city. Tho dinner a large bulletin board. Much rivalry
CLERK BUSY THIS WEEK
terest of "Service Fund" Which
Lieutenant Governor Duckworth
is to be informal. It will be served of a good natured variety is already
Will be Raised for Clovis.
by the ladies of the Baptist 'church. developing.
Requests for marriage licenses
made a talk at the Kiwanis Club
Reservations
The most important meeting of the Wednesday on the prospect of se- came thick and fast last week-enEach division will be represented
In order that the ladies may know by a color and flags will be hoisted Chamber of Commerce reorganization curing a Federal Building for Clovis. and made a record for the County
how many to prepare for, reservations from a prominent flagpole with the campaign, as far as the business men Mr. Duckworth
sajs Congressman Clerk's office.
On Friday, Chrysentha Martinez
should be telephoned or mailed Im- winning color at the top each (lay and and property owners of the city are Montoya and Senator Bursum have
mediately to the Chamber of Com- the others in order,
concerned, will be held next Monday both pledged themselves to work for and Mugro Martinez, both of Cameo,
merce. Naturally the number who
The teams will work from nine to evening at the Elks Hall. At this the appropriation for $100,000 for N. M., were married by Rev, Fabian
ll
Hoerner; Miss Ruby Temple of
can be served is limited and late com- twelve on Wednesday, Thursday and meeting, to which representatives of the building.
and Grover C. Dixon, of St.
ers will be "out of luck."
Saturday, skipping Friday on account all the larger interests of the city will
Joe Smith of Pleasant Hill, who
During the serving of the dinner of the trade excursion.
be urgently requested to come, rais- was a guest at the club luncheon, read Vrain were married by Rev. C. W.
inorchestral selections, community singan interesting paper on cooperation Stumph; and marriage license was
A fine response has bem made for ing a sufficient "service fund" to
ing led by Jno. F. Taylor and a duet the call for aervice and a spirit of clude in one budget all of the com- between the farmer and the business issued to Miss Myrtle Owen of Clovis
by Miss Rogers and Mr. Kennedy will team work is developing which vill munity activities for one year which men of Clovis.
and Clarence D. Luper of Muskogee,
be enjoyed.
W. B. Cramer, chair- form the
C. W. Harrison, in a short talk, Oklahoma.
nucleus for team work on will be handled through the Chamber
On Saturday, Sebera Rogelia and
man of the campaign executive com- the part of the whole community in of Commerce, will be discussed and advocated a sidewalk building cammittee will preside and at the close of the reorganized Chamber of Com- the amount finally set.
paign which he maintained should be Francis Filorio, both of Clovis, were
married by Judge J. P. Noble, and
the dinner will Introduce C. W. Har- merce.
The business men are being re- put over this summer.
rison who will act as toastmaster.
licenses were issued to Ralph Read
quested to attend this meeting as a
and Ella Cox of Clovis, and Mrs. C.
Speakers.
duty to the city in order that an ef- SMITH k HYATT BUY
PLANS FOR CLEAN-UC. C. Magee, editor of the AlbuINTEREST IN FIRM L. Conn and Albert H. Yoder, also of
WEEK ARE COMPLETED ficient and satisfactory system for
Clovis.
querque Journal, will give the prinhandling the community's business
cipal address, his subject being "ComAurelia Garcia and Guillermo
In a deal which was closed late last
week, may be evolved.
Plans for the "Clean-Up- "
munity Development."
Short talks beginning next Thursday, are comMessrs. A. Mandcll, G. P.-- Kuyken- week, Roy Smith and John Hyatt Ochoa, both of Clovis, were married
will be given by Alex Shipley, G. P. pleted according to Mrs. E. R. Cassel, dall and J. E. Lindley are preparing purchased the entire interest in the Saturday by Judge J. P. Noble.
Kuykendall, Mrs. Brown, and S. A. president of the Clovis Civic Club. tentative budgets to present at the Smith & Hyatt Company.
,
Mariage license was granted SaturJones.
Figures on
An Interest in the firm was former- day to Lena Edna Chapman and HarEveryone should clean up their back meeting for discussion.
Much interest is being evidenced In yards, and pile tin cans and trash in how other communities are handling ly owned by Dave Rubin and Benja- ry R. Lovell, both of Clovis.
the affair 'which promises to be the the alleys, and the Boy Scouts will this Important adjunct to city prog- - min Glasser, of Amarillo, but the enMarriage license was Issued
greatest civic rally Clovis has ever assist the city in hauling the rubbish ' ress will be presented and
to Miss Maude Vance and
plan for tire stock it now owned by Smith &
Hyatt.
known.
Raymond Jackson, both of Melrose.
away,
Clovis decided upon.
ri

p
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DEPARTMENT BUSY
The fire department nas had a
busy week of it three calls being
reported so far. Tuesday afternoon
the alurm was turned in from the
Antlers Hotel when one of the rooms
was thought to be on fire. Wednesday a slight blaze in a barn adjoining
the tone Star Lumber Co., was extinguished in short order, and Thursday morning the alarm was sounded
when some one got hold of the whistle
cord at the plant and forgot to turn
loose,

GO

ONjALE

MONDAY

Sunday SchooU and Boy Scouti Will
Sell Season Tickets. Reservations
Can Be Made Thursday,
Eight hundred adult season tickets
and 100 children tickets for the Chautauqua will go on sale Monday morning under the direction of the Clovis
Sunday schools and the Boy Scouts,
according to W. W. Mayes, chairman
of the Chautauqua committee.
Reservations of season tickets can.
bo made at the Southwestern Drug
store, beginning Thursday, May 12th,
nt 8:30 a. m. Positively no advance
Aptta of reserve seats will' be made
according to the local committee, and
everyone will be given an opportunity
to have reservations made at that
time.
The opening date for the Chautauqua will be May 16th, and perform- ances will be held in the Elks auditorium on East Munroe Avenue.
Ministers Approve It.
In a letter to Rev. R. B. Freeman,
president of the Clovia Ministerial
Association, CJiarles F. Homer explained that an appropriate Sunday
program would be given; and the ministers of Clovis have given their endorsement to the Chautauqua
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Entered at the postoffiee at Clovlj,
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One Year
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Six Months
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Repietwiuiive
IForettfc Advertising
PRtSS A?SX IATION

OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM

Hundreds of Clovis people who attended the exhibit! in the four school
buildings Friihiy have a clearer con
ccption of th! aims nnd accomplish
ments of the Clovis public schools.
Many were astounded, and all were
agreeably surprised at the splendid
exhibit in which every school child in
the city displayed something that had
been done during the school yeur.
During tho past few years, Clovis
has boasted of the best school system
in the state, and those who visited
the schools know this assertion is

true.

the various states, away from foreign
settlements, so that they can come in
contaut With Americans and learn
American custom and ideal. Admission to this country thould be refused to any foreigner who would deA systematic campaign for more cline to agree to such an arrangeaidowalkg is the biggest development ment. Daily Okluhoman.
f
program that could be carried out
COURT
sideTO
DECIDE
WHETHER
in Clovis this summer. With
WOMEN MAY BE ON JURY
walks will come free city mail de
livery and Clovis will be in the real
Austin, Tex Whether it is concity class.
stitutional for women to serve on
When a stranger comes to this grand juries in Texas will be decided
town he looks around. It is the nat by the Criminal Court of Appeals.
habeas
ural thing to do. His opinions are The question waa raised in
formed from what he sees and hears, corpus case filed today by Robert
and from nothing else. As he finds J. Riddle, from McLennan County.
Riddle, according to the petition,
conditions to exist, so he repeats them
when he goes elsewhere and repeats was indicted by a grand ury that conthem to other people. That is what tained two women and because of the
makes our reputation abroad, and it feminine members he asserts the ininvalid.
dictment '
Proceedings
is well worth remembering.
brought to the higher court are in
Clovis appreciates the efforts of the nature of an appeal from the McCongressman Montoya and Senator Lennan County district court which
Bursum in working for a Federal denied Riddle bail.
Riddle was charged with killing
building here. Clovis is asking for a
$100,0(10 appropriation for this build Mrs. Ida Sorely, Dec. 30, 1920, He
ing and there is a general feeling that was found guilty and sentenced to
there is a reasonably good chance !'J ycars.in prison.
to secure the appropriation during
MILLION ACRES OF WASTE
the coming year.
FOREST LAND IN U. S.
Every citizen of Clovis should get
One million acres of waste forest
behind the Chamber of Commerce
in the United States is today
drive. Clovis has passed the stage land
where she can expect her business af- producing nothing of value. This area,
fairs to direct themselves. The or- greater than the combined forest
ganization, even with a lack of funds, areas of Germany, France, Belgium,
has accomplished tilings for Clovis Holland, Spain, Portugal, Denmark
during the past year that are almost and Switzerland, could be made into
invaluable. With sufficient funds to splendid productive forests under
forest i.v management.
properly conduct the work, the ChamEuropeans like us, and t ey den't
like us because we have plenty
of money and they don't like as bi
cause we are showing an incliixttion
to hold onto id.

Thy

Prom the penmanship and art exhibits in the primary department to
the finished work of the domestic
science and manual training departments of the hiirli school, the exhibit
showed thought and energy, and the
thoroughness that comes with systematic school organization.
ino exninit was n civilit to CIovib
schools.
It would have been a credit
to any school system, and the advanc
ed wnil; .would have rivaled that of
ber of Commerce will he worth thousmany lolli ges.
ands
of dollars to the town and county
The Clovis school system is to be
during the next few years.
congratulated, nnd Clovis is to be
rnngratuhi'ed on her pK iiilitl school A
XEW AMERICANIZATION BILL
system.
Prom a brief outline which was carried in news dispatches from WashCLOVIS KATS AND IS BUSY.
ington, it appears that the AmericanWith n grocery store for every 217
in
congress
people anil a grocery clerk for every ization bill introduced
by Iiepi in nlat ive JohnWednesday
.18, Clovis,, X. M., is fairly well forson is worthy of support. The meastified against famine.
ure provides for a reorganization of
give
figures
The
nn estimation why
the bureau of naturalization and the
Clovis is such an eneigetie, busy town.
Its people have to hustle to support establishment of a bureau of citizenship.
The new bureau would have
the grocery stores in the style to
charge of the "guidance, protection
which they are accustomed, El Taso
and better economic distribution of
Herald.
our alien population." Its representatives would meet immigrants, acA stiff upper lip is ns commcniliibli
quaint them with the fundamentals of
as a loose tongue is objectionable.
Americanism nnd induce them to take
People who hit the high spots when up as early as possible the study of
young often spend old age in the low the English language and to familiarize themselves with Americnn cusor.es.
toms.
Never mind the sins of the other
The proposed steps in the Amerifellow. Ho probably considers them canization of immigrants are impormild compared to yours.
tant one9. None, however, is more
vital than that of arranging for a
"Keep to the middle of the road"
proper distribution of the newcomers.
is ancient advice, but today it is only
One of the greatest potential dnngers
the road hog that does it.
to the American nation is the fact
The market is full of recipes for that hundreds of thousands of foreigners arc huddled together in the
reducing flesh, but the best one we
in settlements or coloknow is running a country newspaper. United States
nies of their own, still speaking their
The fellow who recognizes the foreign tongues and still having their
gsoilness in o.hers is merely respond hearts in their fatherlands. New imil'W to the vnme qualities in ii niself. migrants entering this country are
increasing the size of those foreign
The devil knows his own, but we colonies.
strongly believe he is averse to an
The United States must be n homointimate
of sonic of geneous nation if it is to become
them.
Americanized through and through.
It cannot become homogeneous as
Some young men enter the door long as thor.e foreign colonics in this
of matrimony in fear and trembling. cqurttry exist and increase in size.
If they were experienced they might
Foreigners entering the United
bolt right on through it.
States should be distributed through

INDESPENSABLE
"Say, Jimmie, why don't you try to
work your boss for ap afternoon off
to ese the ball game?"
"Xi:thin' doiii', business is so rotten around our dump that I gotta
he there all the time for the boss to
cuss at." New York Sun.
Xows;in,.ri cditoia lenr:' ninny se
ret' they tve not supposed to know,
but they also lc.rn to forget ihe
things it is not best for them to
things it is not best for them to
remember.
c-

IN FASHION'S MIRROR

rf.

It).

IJI,

(V

urn Nwipuwr

Union.)

it Isn't so much people's Ignorance
Dm dues tke harm as It la their knowing- ao many thins
that ain't so.
Arlemua Ward,
.6EASONA8LE GOOD THINGS.
simple dessert which may be
Is the following:
clrtldren
Blueberry Pudding.
The
amount of bread
used for this pudding depends upon the size of the
fnutlly,
Arrange
layers of thinly
a
e a A huifccul
hreud In a shallow baking dish, pour
ever enough canned blueberries to
cover. Place In a moderate oven and
bake until thoroughly hot. Set away
to cool and serve unmoldeU with
crtmm nnd sugar.
Raisin Tapioca.
Soak one cupful
of pearl tapioca overnight In cold water and cook In a double boiler In a
quint of milk until soft. Remove from
the fire nnd let cool slightly, stirring
In three tablespoonfuls of butter. Heat
two cupfuls of milk and stir Into it
three bettten eggs. Add to the warm
tapioca.
Stir In one cupful of sugar
f
anil
pound of seeded raisins
with the grated yellow rind of
a lemon and bake In a moderate
oven for an hour, stirring occasionally
A

given

1 1

one-hal-

until the consistency
Is (Ten
all
through, then allowing to hrown on
top.
Apple Frappe With Maple Sauce.
Hake wltboul coring or pining eight
goml slziMl, gnoil lhivoreil llpl'lcs.
sift
through a colander when sofi, pressing out thp part nearest the sKlu us
this Is the host Havered. Add one anil
one-hal- f
cupfuls of sugar, n few cloves
and cook, stirring carefully to avoid
burning, until the mlxluiv ,Ih, Cio I
and freeze. Serve In daring glasses
with n garnish of red Jelly mid the
following :
Hot Maplo Saucf. ('(ink together
two cnpi'iils of maple sirup with one
cupful of cream until the soft-lmi- i
Stngii Is reached.
Itemnvo from Ihe
fire, set saucepan In hot water and
dip a spoonful over the top of each
glass of frappe.
Cake and Cheese Dessert Kronk
Into small eusiard cups of glass
enough bits of cake to half fill. Add
a few rnlslns, moisten with fruit Julep,
cover with a layer of grated choice to
nearly fill the cups. I'lnre In n steamer to melt the cheese. Serve with Jelly
and whipped cream over the top.

Vinyard and Mrs. Dclma

Vandeven-de-

Cigarette

r.

A merry crowd attended a party at

Mrs. Williams' Saturday night.
Clyde Isler shipped thirty-fiv- e
head
of cattle to Oklahoma City Saturday.
Fhil Mote and Sue Hammons took
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Scott Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Chapman, and Clyde,
Rob,' Rome and Red Isler attended
a fishing party near Norton last week.
They reported the capture of a goodly
supply of fine cat fist from Jhe water
holes in the creek.
About fifty per cent of the regular
attendance at New Hope; were present at the pie supper at Jones Friday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mote took Sun- -

seal

To

In

the

delicious Burley
tobaooo flavor.

IFo Toasted
day dinner at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Johnston.
Miss Elva Gann returned last week
from Amarillo where she has been attending school. Her aunt, Mrs, Vel-ni- a
Fitzsimmons came home with her.

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Motor Co.

'

STORE

$3.95

The Best Grade Work Shoes
The Biggest Bargain in

WORK SHIRTS

Clovis Marble Works

MARBLE AND
GRANITE WORK

Blue or Grey Union Made Coat Style
EVERYTHING FOR THE WORKINGMAN

I'J'
-.

IhmamsJ,

:J

T

t

as-

-

Officio

Boscli Service Station
We can supply

parts for all makes. Ship direct

to us for expert overhaul and rebuilding. All makes
of Magnetos, Generators, Starters, Ignition Systems.
We have a "Bosch" Magneto to fit every
car,
tractor, truck, etc. Write us.

The T. M. Caldwell Company
(Magneto Department)

Phone 100

Amarillo, Tex.

J. DWIGHT
West Grand Avenue
Don't Experiment
"
If these remedies do not prove satisfactory, your money will be refunded.

RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK REMEDY
(The Original Korak Wonder)
For all disorders of the stomach,
kidneys, liver and bowels. A spied,
did blood purifier, removes worms
from the body, sops bedwetting. A
great family medicine. Price $1.00
per box.
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK OIL,

95c

Or?

Rev. A. W. Cameron filled his ap-

pointment at Hollene Sunday, and
was guest of J. A. Conway.
Lena Hubble spent Saturday with
her sister. Edith Mote.
E. W. Leach left Thursday for a
trip to the Hawaiian Islands, that
having been the home of his father
who died there some months ago.
The singing class met at Virgo
Dunn's Sunday night.
James Fryar who has been very
sick for the past week is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Iiurnett were
called ti Clovis Saturday by the death
The character of wrap most admired of Mrs. Jess Burnett, who passed
for spring Is shown In the Illustration
away after a lingering illness of tuabove.
It is a compromise between
She was laid to rcit in the
a cape nnd a coat wlili a strong flavor berculosis.
Clovis
cemetery
Sunduy.
of tho former.
Fashion's mirror
J. A. Leach freighted a loud of
many capes pure and simple
nnd many coats, embodying more or mnize to Clovis Monday with a team.
less the lines of capes.
J. 'D. Cameron and ' family and
Edna Johnston and children wero dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Isler and
went with them to Grady in the afternoon where they attended the sing- -

3E

Mr. arid Mrs. Sam Jennings
of
Clovis visited last week at the homes
of their daughters here, Mrs. Alma

CAMERON NEWS

dnoes Shoes
FOR MEN
$3.25

been

;

oes

$2.95

Mrs. Maude Johnston
has
quite sick for the past week.

one-ha-

SEE

THE SURPRISE

ins; and also the baptising services
Sunday.
A fine boy was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Cogdill April 29th.
Mrs. Ethel Frost has been quite
sick the past week.
Re. Fickey of Bard filled his regular first Sunday appointment'at New
Hope.

For rheumatism and all aches and
pains, corns, bunions, sore feet, also
for wire cuts and galled shoulders.
Price 75c per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
Clovi., N. M.
THE H. D. RUCKER REMEDY CO.
1
Amarillo, Texas

ANOTHER

WAR?

J

IS THERE A YELLOW PERIL?
HEAR

Dr. Ng Poon Chow
Chinese Authority
AT

CHAUTAUQUA

11-1-

if

MP"
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R. Hall, chairman, Jerry Valentine
Do you Know-T- hat
great things are happening In
and Bonnie Parrish committeemen.
W.
E. the agricultural world?
Community Telephone,
In fact the most momentous and
Brown, chairman, A. M. Mitchell and
things of this genera1
J. T. Reese committeemen.
Investigation of Buying and Sell- tionT
ing Organization, I. L. Coulter chairThat you should be thoroughly acman, E. P. Storm and G. L. Ford, quainted with these great movements,
because they concern you vitally?
committeemen.
That you should appreciate this
Bellview community is taking up
the farm bureau work with a spirit Lfact, as fully as the merchant or the
to win and with her 97 members she banker appreciates the necessity of
should be able to put across a com- keeping in touch with things?
'
That in order to 'be fully advised
munity program.
GENUINE
upon these important problems in an
4
Legislative Program of tha Bureau. authoritative manner, every farmer
A repeal of the guaranteed rail- should be reading.
road rates and a lowering of the
Extracts From Secretary Wallace's
freight rates.
Statement.
The same tariff protection for the
This nation cannot afford to perindustry
enjoys.
farmer as,
mit the breaking down of Its own agRetention of the excess profits tax; riculture, even if
for time we can
for
opposition to the general sales tax; buy food and other farm products
opposition to the proposed 1 per cent cheaper from someone
else.
IUC
Federal excise tax on land.
We cannot under any clrcumstanc
Commodity financing on warehouse es
afford to permit the present disreceipts; livestock financing on the
conditions to continue and
coursing
proper pledge; personal rural credits result in greatly decreased produc
proper
insurance features; tion, because
secured by
that decreased produc
use of federal reserve profits in a tion may mean exorbitantly
high
revolving fund to provide working
prices within a few years.
capital from date of application for
We have not considered as we must
loan until sale of debentures; increa- the additional heavy burden Imposed
ses of maximum Federal farm loans
upon producers by the increased
from $10,000 to $25,000
freight rates and the large increase in
Fair and just packer regulation, other marketing charges. These inBellview Farm Bureau Elects New vested in the United States Depart- creased rates arc a differential imOfficers.
ment of Agriculture rather than in posed upon our own producers and
On last Wednesday the Bcllview a separate commission.
to the benefit of our foreign com
community had a committee meeting
Those planks make up the legisla petitors.
at which the community program of tive program of the American Farm
pro
Practically all agricultural
work was discussed and a few pro- Bureau Federation as adopted by the ducts should at once be given ade
jects decided upon to be discussed at Executive Committee after a fort- quate protection
foreign
against
the general meeting which was held night's session at Washington. In out- competition. There is some talk of
on Friday. A good crowd was in at lining the legislative program, carereestablishing the old import duties
tendance Friday night and much in- ful consideration was given to the on farm products. In many cases,
terest was displayed in the community views expressed by various govern- those duties, if added, would not
program. The projects adopted were ment officials and experts, as well equal to the extra cost of marketing.
Livestock and Grain Marketing, Com as to the mind of the farmer express To any rates which may be levied now
munity Telephone organization and ed by delegates from the farm bu- should be added an amount equal to
Investigation on getting a branch of reau federations.
the extra freight charges in getting
the Plains Buying & Selling AssocJohn G. Brown, of Indiana, W. G. products to the consuming centers.
iation established at Bcllview,
Jamison of Colorado, and Chester H.
The sooner we get down to study
Mr. E. Witherspoon was elected Gray, of Missouri were appointed as ing this whole national situation the
a committee to employ the necessary better it is going to be for all of us
Chairman, J. R. Hall,
engineers and make a study of the It is even more important to the in.
and W. E. Brown secretary.
The following committees were el- Muscle Shoals Nitrate project in Ala dustrial sections that our agricul
ected to lead the projects adopted in bama. The committee left for Mus ture be put upon a thoroughly sound
cle Shoals on April 30th to make its foundation than it is to the farmers
the program of work:
Livestock , and Grain Marketing preliminary survey.
themselves.

J.

fell,
"lULl"
DURHAM
tobacco makes 50

First National Bankof Glovis

good cigarettes

Capital, Surplus and Profits

With our large Capital, our strong backing, our
heavy cash reserve, and our standing in the financial

Farm Bureau
Notes

Sidewalks !
A cement sidewalk will not only add to your convenience but
Now is the time to build.
will add to the vulue of your property.
The weather is riht and the price it right.
We are completely equipped to handle all kinds of concrete

work.

Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished
R. F. CHAMBERS
Address 1002 N. Merriwether. P. O. Box 201.

world as one of the strongest institutions in the
Southwest, we offer our customers everything con-

sistent with legitimate banking.

The First National Bank
IN "CLASS A" AS A MEMBER OP THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Work of the Count Agent While)
Ratting.
Prof. J. C. Hogenson.
To say that a county agent is a
busy man would be superfluous. In
fact with the county making continual
demands on the one hand and the
Agricultural College and the U. S
Department on the other, he is like an
elephant learning to dance on a hot
griddle.
.
Besides making out two dozen re
ports and answering numerous letters
while resting, a Utah county agent
made a list of a few of the demands
upon his time during one day which
would indicate that the people in the
county think a county agent is a
fountain of knowledge or a working
encyclopedia. They arc as follows:
How to kill Morning Glory, how to
Identify insects, how to destroy alfalfa weevils, how to control other field
insects, how to grow permanent pasture crops, information on the law on
killing game, how to get the benefit
School fund, how
of the
to estimate corn in the bin, how to
proportion and mix concrete, how to
bud fruit trees and how to market
farm products. Besides these questions, one boy brought a problem in
algebra to be solved, one man asked
his advice on a legal water matter,
and one woman inquired about mak
ing rose cuttings and growing other
flowers.
'Of course these things must be
done while the agent is resting for he
has a program outlineM that takes
up the remainder of the twenty-fou- r
hours in the day. Utah Farmer.

The Bellview community still leads
or failure will influence, materially,
the methods and the progress or the the communities of the county, having 90 members at the last report.
future.
They have signed up nearly 100'
The Dona Ana County Farm Bu- and are still going. On Wednesday
reau holds its annual meeting at State afternoon they held a community
committee meeting for discussing proCollege on May 2. Governor
gram work. They are to hold a big
General Howze, and S. F.
of the National Farm Bureau general meeting Friduy night for
Federation will be the main speak- adopting a program of work and
ers. It is expected that over "a thous electing comuriity bureau officers.
and people will be present.
The Pleasant Hill community held
a program of work committee meeting Tuesday
evening. They are
H. P. Powers, county agent at Gal
lup, has recently returned from Wich especially interested in poultry cullita, Kansas, where he went to rep- ing and poultry improvement, ns they
resent the farming interests of Mc- - realize that this project is of interest
Kinley County to see about securing to the men, women and children in
E.wl....l ITapm T.nuna Tlip trim WAS every farm home in the community.
successful and he was givon assurance Culling out the boarding hens will
that the loans would soon be made. save money for every farm. Disposing of the old roosters
after the
hard collar without hatching season is over will also
A
sweat pads, hns been found to work eliminate boarders and In the producthe best against a horse's shoulders tion of infertile eggs they have less
and when used with a little care will waste by spoiling and arc increasing
prevent much of the soreness com- the quaiity and value of the eggs.
The Moye and District 9 communimonly found in the spring.
ties held a good Farm Bureau meetOne may not be able to change the ing at District 0 last Friday night.
climate, but it is possible to plant va- They now have 23 enrolled in their
rieties best suited to local conditions. men's nnd boys' corn club. Some of
the farmers have already poisoned out
their prairie dogs.
It is reported
Governois Louie 62170
Govenress Louise 02170, a Guern- that Mr. E. A. Douglas got a 100'f
A National Grain Bin.
The plan of the Committee of 17 sey cow bred by A. C. Loring, Min- kill. The committee on community
of the American Federation of Farm neapolis, Minnesota, and owned by telephone line reported and is con
Bureaus has been approved by the F. J. Rueping, Fond du Lac, Wiscon- tinucd to work out the telephone
business farthVr.
representatives of ,26 states at a re sin, has completed a record of
The Havener community
had
pounds of milk nnd 800.74
cent fnocting in Chicago.
It is the first time in the history pounds of butter fat in class C of the prairie dog killing demonstration
of the world that a cooperative mark Advanced Register. She is the second Tuesday afternoon with eleven farm
eting scheme of this magnitude hus class C leader.in the Corium herd, the ers present. Havener community
been attempted. It is a tremendous first being Imp. Ladock Jenny 07000, will soon be rid of thia pest.
The St. Vrain community is to
A system which has the fourth cow in class C. Brownie
undertaking.
been in vogue for generations will be of Linwod 00747, tohat recently com- have a community meeting TuesdayMay
Havener,
night,
Wed
3rd,
and
affected and In some cases made ob pleted a record, which qualified her
for third place in class B is another nesday night, May 4th. At these
soletc.
It provides for the farmers hand! stable mate. Other notable Guern- - meetings the county agent will show a
pictures after
ing their own produce through the nvs In the Corium herd are Imp. set of agricultural
of
first channels
distribution. Prospect's Rose des Houards nuuu.f, which the work of the County, State
Through their association' the grain first in class GG, and Imp. Donning-to- n and Nntipnal Farm Bureau will be
Goldie 6th 50800, third in class E. discussed and also some of the agri
will be contracted
and marketed.
Govenress Louise 02170 is the cultural problems of the community,
This contemplates the proposition of
daughter of Imp. Cora's A similar meeting is being scheduled
h
financing the crop, provision for export machinery, storing, grading, and Governor of Chilmark 8971 to com-pl- for each of the eight small school disan Advanced Register record. tricts in the western part of Curry
in fact, all of the operations incident
records made by these County.
The fifty-nin- e
to handling grain.
It is not going to be consumated daughters average 472.08 pounds of
Early in March the County Agent
without a struggle. In fact it is meet- butter fat.
gave
prairie dog poisoning demoning with tremendous opposition from
some sources. Existing machinery is Memberships to the Curry County stration on the farm of C. T. Cans in
Farm Bureau are coming in right the Bonpy community east of Grady.
trying.hard to see that it fails.
along.
It is expected that they will About thirty acres of wheat was beit
incumbent upon the farmers
It
to see that it is made a success, for continue coming until large per cent ing destroyed, besides considerable
it is the first great experiment In of the farmers of Curry County are grass land being infested. In a recent interview Mr. Cans said, "I have
cooperative marketing, and its success members.
Cum-min-

Smith-Hugh-

FOR 13 YEARS
RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF GHAPEL

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BEOS.

zil

J

close-fittin-

Night Phone 235

forty-fourt-

et

LANE

&

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

Implements, Coal and Grain
Our Motto:
"The Price Is The Thing"
See

us before you sell

S. W. LANE, Manager

seen just one live prairie dog on my
place sinco putting out the poison
grain."
Curry County has less prairie dogs
than any other county in New Mexico,
except Luna County, wl.ich has never
been troubled with prairie dogs. But
wo have a prosperous country for
them to develop in and unless the little patches are killed out soon they
will be multiplying and the task of
destroying them will be increased.
Through the Curry County Farm Bureau it has been arranged to distribute poison grain and Carbon Bisulphide nt cost to farmers for destroying prairie dogs nnd other rodents.
The Will II. Pnttison Seed House in
selling the poison grain without commission and you can secure poison
grain there. See the County Agent
for securing Carbon Bisulphide.
There are many ground squirrels,
kangaroo rats, and field mice ready
to take the seed when you put it in
the ground if they are not destroyed.
The poison grain will destroy them.
A few cents worth of poison will save
dollars in labor and crops.
Farmers are realizing more and
more that the dairy cow is the standby in rain or dry weather.
If you
are interested in getting some good
dairy cows write or see the County
Agent.
A CARD

OF THANKE

.3

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

Day Phone

$130,000.00

.

We wish to thank the dear people
of Clovis for their kindnesses and
hospitality during our recent loss by
fire. May God richly reward each of
A friend in need is a friend
you.
indeed.
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Miles.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Tarker.

The person who keeps a record of
his successes and failures la generally
the one who has the least failures to
record.

Dr. R. C. A. Taylor
VETERINARIAN
Veterinary Inspector this
District.
CENERAL PRACTICE
Phono

Beckley,

102
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PERSONAL MENTION

Sam Tidwcll spent Sunday In
1.:weni vismng ms- parents.

Sunlight

The best for lightbrcad
flour.

it is not Sunlifht, it it not the

best.

Far--

:

from choice Curry County
Sunlight flour,

Made

If

wheat

"''

'

If you want to be right, use

J. R. Denhof made a business trip
M. Mandell of Albuquerque was in to Las Vegas this week.
Miis Mary Murray is visiting at
Clovis the first of the wek.
Coleman, Texas, this week.
For fire insurance see Doughton
If you have tried all the rest, try .an' Co. .
The biead will be pretty and white
Sunlight, it's thJ best.
if you use Sunlight.
Judge Sam Bratton it holding
court at Roswell this week.
E. R. Hardwick made a business
H. G. Rowley of Fort Sumner was
trip to Amarillo Tuesday.
a Clovis visitor Wednesday.
Bring us your grain. The Western
lte
Every sack of Sunlight Hour is Elevators Co., Inc.
The best for biscuits Sunlight
guaranteed.
Hour.
Arthur Fannin of Fort Worth,
Judge R. E. Rowells made a busi- Texas, is spending a few days in
Walter W. Mayes made a business
Clovis.
trip to Hereford Friday of last week. ness trip to Las Vegas this week.

lit

J
j

!

Flour sacks, splendid, quality just
The bread will be pretty and white
K the flour is Sunlight, the bread
the thing for tea towels. Reed's Elecif you use Sunlight.
rill be right.
2tc
tric Bakery.
Mr. John McMinn made a busiC. A. Hatch made a business trip
W. T. Wade of Taiban spent two or
to Albuquerque the latter part of ness trip to Wichita Falls the first of
three days in Clovis this week on
last week.
the week.
business.
Clean-uWeek, May 10th to 17th
For hemstitching and picoting see
Emerson, P. & 0. Canton, and
and it will mean a thorough clean- Mrs. Knowles at Luikart's Dry Goods
Case Listers. , See us before buying.
ing for Clovis..
store.

This Sale establishes for every thrifty woman one of the
greatest buying incentives of stylish, seasonable footwear offered
in Clovis for several years. Ever so often you see sales held at
a time approaching the close of a season when the rush is over
but this unusual sale comes to you at a period when you can buy
and enjoy your new shoes for a long season ahead of you at prices

p

SmrfktUe

and Mrs. S.
W. Howell
Mrs.
Mr?. Sam G. Bratton and children
spent several days in Roswelj this Melton left last week for rtussellville,
week visitinc Judge Bratton who is Arkansas, where they are visiting
Mi". W. J. White, Jr.
holdir.tr couit there.

J

III

even lower than you wil pay at the season's end.
Military Heels, French Heels, and Baby Louis Heels in Black
Kid, Brown Kid, Pumps and Oxford3. Values up to $15.00.

Mrs. F,esrie Newton
and son,'
insured In Everett, were visitors to Bovina last
Keep your buildings
fi.rm- FOUND Many
... ..I......,,.- n
l!a rnmnnnir-R- , YP have Sunday.
..m.
K
Tia llin I' i'lu:,', Ul'l LIHill' - till
(;rain. Get in thnt kind; it casts no more. Clovis
place to market
Better price Oldfield and Fir- stone
The Western j Abstract and Insurance Co., succes-- .
line with your
before buying. Taylor Tire nr.d
tiros
Btk'.-Bros.
Grow."-Company.
to
"Watch us
Elevator
son
Buttery Co.
tU'-f-

I"

I

FECIA

SHOE

jtj

i

'

th-i-

fri-t.- d.

J

r

M'8.

Sadler

He went after his man
and fought and faced death
and got him.

'

point1)

t"'ii Hmdin and M;m Ora
ft this week for a vis't to
in Kentucky.

II

1.

!

:

Flour farks. splendid quality-thW'.'.vi f u' tea towels. Reed's
trie Bakery.
VS.

T'".

v"

if

ill

H

-J-

U.it

ta

liv;e-.-

v.lv

Ic" tea

tr

e

'

-

a

;

t
ti

has retunr-from
he has been build. rg
a ". :v h uiie for Mr. Sheehnnn.
V.'hite

F.

B'

:

it
Mrs. Edna Hume Durand, county '
club leader, made a trip Monday to
( laud, Bellview and Grady.
!

Flour sacks, splendid quality j'ust
the thine for tea towels. 80c per
,, i
. . .- r, .
j
ti
lte
DUKViy.
nevus r.ieciriidozen,
t--

!

'

G. C. Fons of Farwell was a Clovis
Mr. Fons is proprivisitor Monday.
etor of the Farwell Broom Factory.
-

William

S.

A.

rdllElOUIH.

f
J.

nt-uii- c

.;--

WE SELL FOR CASH ONLY

w.

Luikart & Co.

4..i
C.

Rapp is

ir. ClovU

this week

after spending several weeks

wel.
Let Cornell refinish your auto.
This is a good time to have it
done..

of the Mounted

Kait m ' O'Mall

:

Specially Priced $5.75

and water sets.

in Ros--

A

t
r

t
t
ti
i

Week, May 10th to 17th
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
and it will mean a thorough clean- - Langdon Gregg has been ijuito sick
ing for Clovis..
this week.
Clean-u-

p

Miss Mary Knipht has returned to
Clovis after visiting at a number of

places for the past several months,
Refrigerator time is here. We have
stock and glad to show them

IN

a big

"0'Malley of the Mounted"
M:
jrim, icarlet coated rider of
the North! Carried the law on a
thousand trails and he always came
back with hit man

There cam a day that he rode
into the States faced a felon's death
and got hi man but when he
faced hi
chief alone there was
onljr the light of proud victory in hit
eyet.
A

ttory that gallop

acrott

the

troopert.
tcreen like a thouiand
Quickens your blood like a blast from
the north. Leaves you thrilled at the
courage that lives in a human heart.
YOU'LL LIKE IT

COME!

I

"VERSE IS WORSE"
MUTT AND JEFF CAETOON

D. W. Jones has been elected sec-- i
Club and will

handle the secretaryship in connection
with his Chamber of Commerce work.
Now is the time to make new tea
towels. Our flour sacks at 80c per
dozen are just the thing. Reed's Eleclte
tric Bakery.
hook-keep-

for the Highway Garage for
several months, has resigned his po
sition and expects to leave this week
for Dallas, Texas.
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and
try Netting.

Poul-

The Woman's Guild of the St.
James Episcopal Mission will meet
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
May 11th, with Mrs. Stalker at the
Overton Apartments on Grand Ave.

May 7th
TRY TO GET IN

5

1

retary of the Kiwanis

AT THE

Saturday Night

,

-

We handle nothing but best Mait-lan- d
lump coal. The best is the
cheapest. Lane & Sons Grain Company.

R. C. Kei'h, who has been

TWO REEL SUNSHINE COMEDY

223-

J. W. Manning, county commissioner of Hellene was in Clovis the
first of the week attending a Board
meeting.

Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Corn seed for sale now at Gurlcy
Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
will make better brush.

J. A. LaRue, commjsioner from
the Melrose district, was in Clovis
Monday.
Now is the time to make new tea
towels. Our flour sacks at ROc per
dozen are just the thing. Reed's Electric Bakery.
lte

y
m

.

at

Ni
-

"

Clean Up and Paint Up
Week in Clovis

May 10th to 17th
Kemp Cumber (bmpanu

' m

m

m
m
m
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SPECIAL VALUES IN
LIVING ROOM SUITES
We are making some special values in this now, priced far below
prices of a few months ago.
Special Overstuffed Suite in Tapestry, formerly priced at $400
now on sale at $250. Big line of Living Room Furniture in all
styles and prices.
Special value in a Duo-FolSpanish Leather, formerly priced at
$65.00, now $45.00.
d,

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD.

OlESOi Biros. Fwmtwema
ality and price
can you beat it?

LOCAL MENTION

Sunlight Flour

A home pioduct

for

home

people

Mrs. S. D. Saunders and daughter,
Miss Emma, are visiting Mis. Saunders' sister, Miss Daisy ltainbolt.

Roy McMillen

has moved

i

i NEW CLOVIS CITIZEN

A CORRECTION
In our issue of April 14th, nn ml
appeared pertaining
to the city
scavenger service and benring the
phone number 2d. This nd was print-ejust as received. 20, however, is
the phono number of Lane & Sons
Grain Co., but the phone number was
used without Mr. Lane's knowledge
or consent and the News takes this opportunity to suy that further comsen-icmunication to scavenger
should be addressed to the City Hall,
as of course, Mr. Lime has no connection whatever with thin work and
the party giving the phone number
merely intended to use his phone. The
News is glad to make the correction
and we are sorry the mistake occurred.
d

Furniture repaired at Clovis Shoe
Hospital. West Grand Ave,
H. S. Douthit of Tolnr is fixing up
his home preparatory to moving to
Clovis.
All kinds of leather repairing done
Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand

'jvenue.

BURGLARS

Special Mother's Day services at Clovis.
the Christian Church next Sunday.
Curry County promises to have a
Everybody invited.
wheat crop. Don't
WANTED TO BUY Good Second- allow a hail storm find you without
hand incubator. Box 213, Cloivs, hail insurance. Our companies pay
N. M.
promptly and liberally. Clovis Abstract and Insurance Co., successors
Flour sacks, splendid quality just to Baker Bros!
the thing for- tea towels. 80c per
He
Rev. Dean, of Denver, filled the
dozen. Heed's Electric Bakery.
pulpit at the Cluistian Church hut
Special Mother's Day services at Sunday.
He was passing through
the Christian Church next Sunday. Clovis enroute to his home nft r atEverybody invited.
tending the state convention of the
Christian church at Roswell.
Queenswnre and Glassware at
selling Rawleigh's gaod
I am
flavoring cheaper than you can buy
other brands wholesale. Come in and
see me at 113 W Grand Ave. W. C.
Tate.
Jim Kicley of Winslow, Arizona,
Kieley
is
Mr.
it in Clovis this week.
Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Dillon and Mrs.
master mechanic at Winslow now.
W. F. Swartz, who are taking an extended motor trip through New Mex.Willard lottery is standard gladly ico and Arizona, are expected home
lives up tj any guarantee of any the
first of the week.
aylor Tire an J' Battery
battery.
Co.
It'i a good deal cheaper to have
"
those old Bhoes fixed than to buy new
Nellie Morris, the little daughter ones. Bring them to us. Clovis
of H. F. Morris, who lives on Scott Shoe Hospital.
Ave., fell and hrrkc her collar bone
one day this week.
Mr G rover C. D'xon, of St. Vrain
and Miss Ruby Temple, of Fnrwell,
WEAR A FLOWER FOR MOTHER were married last Thursday afternoon
Cut flowers for Mother's Day and at the Baptist parsonage by Rev.
Memorial day. Garden plants. Clovis C. W. Stumph.
Up
Floral Co.
We have the agency for soinj of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Fleming will
uoft substant'nl old lin. fire insurleave next week for a several week's ance companies. Doughton Land
visit with relatives in Kansas, Okla- Company.
homa and Missouri. They are makit will
ing the trr with the b.- We handle all kinds of fresh and
g'a
ba of benefit t"
cured meats and deliver free. Phone
ir.
health.
us your order. Phone 481.

Roger Lynn Kuykendall is a
of Clovis. He wns born Tuesday night to Mr. and Mrs. G. 1
Kuykendall und weighs ten pound.
Mr. Kuykendall suys he is the finest
boy in Clovis and from the broad
smile he is wearing this week the
News is sure he is about the proudest
father in Clovis. Kurk says Master
Roger Lynn is going to be a member of the Chiimbir of Commerce and
Kiwanis Club, too, one of these days.

Carbhad,
store of

R03 STORE;
AMMUNITION TAKE ft";
N.

Roherts-Deurhnm-

M.

The Hardware:

e

Co.,

Saturday nigh;-- ,
and a large amount of goods taken,'
The stolen articles were 'mainly fiw '
arms of various kinds and some am
munition. One fine saddle was also
taken and two pairs of bits and'two.
handmade spurs. Entrance was affected by way of the rear door and
the robbery was not discovered untik
Sunday morning. The firm offers nn
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom vmvnrd of S100 for the arrest Birr.
Corn seed for sale how at Gurley convict inn of the thieves and officers,
Broom Corn Co. Of fire. New seed are working on the case.
will make better brush.
by burglars

MEN
All of the sixteen Villistas were
acquitted lit Deming Thursday of
The Curry County Chapter of tl.n
charges of murder in connection with
AN APPRECIATION
Red Cross wants to see ynai
American
the raid on Columbus. N. M. The
We wis!; to thank the people of
you are in need of hospitut care,,
if
verdict was reached on the first bal vic'ational
Clovis for their liberal donations to
training or compensutirci
The jury wns out thirty-fiv- e
lot.

Mr. Harry R. I.ovell and Miss Lena
Edna Chapman were married at the
homo; of the bride's mother, Mrs.
WEAR A FLOWER FOR MOTHER Chapman, on South Merriwuther, last
the campaign for funds for the BapCut flowers for Mother's Day und Sunday afternoon at 5:00 o'clock,
tist hospital. This is a worthy inC. W. Stumph officiating.
Rev.
Clovis
plants.
duy.
Garden
Memorial
stitution and will-dmuch to aid sufUp
Floral Co.
Now is the time to make new tea fering humanity in Clovis and surtowels. We are selling flour sacks rounding country.
The News is in recipt of an ancheap. Reed's Electric Bnckery. 2tc
Baptist Hospital Board.
nouncement of the birth of a baby
girl, Maxine Louise, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Houchen ofr
L. E. ShBW at Brownwood, Texas. Kansas City and Robert Houchen of
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw formerly lived In Ellenwood, Kai.sas, are vititing Mr.

None

better.

jit

uioeraioi gto

Sunlight Flour.

buck to
Clovis from Amarillo and will have
charge of the office of Lester Stone
If it is the best flour it is Sunlight
&('o. here. Mr. Robert Stone will
Clovis Shoo Hospitid, 4 doors West go to Amarillo and be with the comJudge J. D. Hamlin of Farwell wns of Austin's. We will repair your shoes pany there. Mrs. McMillen
and childin Clovis Wednesday.
neatly und in a hurry.
ren arcs visiting in Albuquerque' and
will join Mr. McMillen here soon.
If you want to bo right, use SunE. I.. McCauley, who has been
light.
quite sick for the past few weeks, is FARMERS If you eat Campbell's
able to be up and at his office again.
Ice Cream, you help your own inEd Coyle was a business visitor to
.Made from Curry County
dustry.
Albuquerque thin week.
We deliver any amount of groproducts.
V Mceries, to any part of the city.
Tut onize home industry unci buy
inion Bros., phone 4 SI.
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Campbell's ice cieain.
Corn seed for sale now nt Gurloyj
I'honc No. 72 for Dumbing and
iiroom l orn i o. unice. irw seed
When you think flour think SunElectrical Repairing.
will make better brush.
light.
Buy Campbell's ice ereatn.

J;

ITT

from the government. Office hooiv.
Monday and Friday of each week r.
One reason why sin continues to the Clovis Newt Office.
bo attractive in spite of everything is
If the bread ia right, the flour iH
because it doesn't wear a long face.
Sunlight.
Providence (R. I.) Jo.urnal.
minutes.

und Mrs. J. E. Houchen this week.
They made the trip from Kansas City
through in a car in three days.

ecord-brcakin- g

4

t

12-2t-

'.t
r'to-ln-

If it

is

not Sunlight, it is not the
1

best.

Strong on electric service
Sunlight, it'a the best

Now is the time to make new tea
towels. We are selling flour sacks
cheap. Reed's Electric Backery. 2tc

TO TRADE For Clovis property
480 acre ranch on Aho Highway at
Criedor, 7 miles east of Toh r. Will
trade for rooming house, or any Clovis property.
Will give or take difference. G. B. Douthitt, Tolnr, N.

Wfcfl

Paper and Paint

,.

r

.1.

Some diamonds are worthless, also
several grades of coal. The best coal
is the cheapest. We have it. Lane
& Sons Grain Co.
FOR SALE 465 acres wheat land
nine miles from Friona, price $25
per acre, $3,600 cash, balance 1 to 8
years at
, or will take $3,500 clear
property In Clovis as first payment
M. A.
and give time on balance.
Crum, Friona, Texas.
The Chamber of Commerce is doing a great work for Clovis. Every
citizen should be a member and contribute toward its support.
Hear "Sweet Mamma, (I'apn's GetMiss Lizzie,"
great.
on the Brunswick they're
Nunn Electric Co.

i

'

They soon grow out of

Mother's arms, but

graphs of the baby never
grow up.

We have advertised quite extensively lately in eastern and southern
newspapers and have many clients
who have cotton, cane, rice and truck
farms which they wish to exchange
for farms here.
Now Boys, if you want to go back
east we can get you a good trade.
Toylor Frankly, we think we have the best
farming country on earth when you
consider soil, climate, water, health,
death rate and everything else, but if
you are disgusted, disgruntled and
can't stand the gaff any longer we
would like to make the deal we need
the commission. Reagan land Co. ltc
; Don't risk your property without
We repsufficient fire insurance.
resent same of the best companies.
Dough on Land Co.

mm

ROB in s ON
"The Photographer in Your Town"

119 E. Munroc

We do Contracting Work
Rear Farmers State Bank

photo-

ting Mad)" and "Strut,

F. G. Yon Wolff
(...

j'

Phone 145

2
A"

R.fulkr Communication.
A. F. ft A. M.
Next Tuesday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
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BURSUM OFFERS BILL TO
AID STOCK RAISERS

lte

GIFTS THAT LAST

J.
3)

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

Washington D. C A an amendment to the federal reserve act, Senator H. 0. Bursum today introduced
a bill to enable the purchase of papers
based on livestock as security by federal banks. A special fund known as
the livestock loan fund is created by
the return by the secretary of the
treasurery to reserve banks of the net
earnings of such banks for 1920 and
annually until such accumulation
reaches five million dollars. This fund
shall be used only for purchase of paper based on live stock. No paper
shall be purchased which matures less
1 than six months or longer than two
years. All loans so purchased shall be
endorsed by the banks selling same.
Loans shall bear six per cent interest
in advance with additional two per
cent for procuring same paid to bank.
The bill authorizes banks to' renew
wholly or in part any past due paper.
The live stock loan fund thus created
shall not be treated as a part of general assets of any federal reserve
bank nor used as basis for issue of
federal notes. In event of the pass- (S)
age of this act it shall be in force immediately which means that seventy
million dollars shall be immediately
available.

The Citizen? Bank of Clovis

t

. RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts.. .1336,231.28
Overdrafts
574.81
Banking House, Furnl- ture and Fixtures
8,620.00
U. S. Bonds and Warrants
26,577.04
Cms and Sight Exchange 77,883.10

i
Graduation time is an important milestone in
the lives of young men and young women.

A "Gift That Lasts"
will show your appreciation of their efforts.

SHOWER OF METEORS
ABOUT JUNE 12

Let us help you to select them.

Berkley, Calif. A meteoric shower
may tike place about June 27 if the
comet at present approaching the earth, has motoric material on its wake, it was announced
last week by Prof. A. 0. Leuschner
of the astronomy department of t,..,
University of California.
A lthough the shower may be somewhat spectacular, Professor Luosch-ne- r
said, the comet itself will be too
faint to be seen without the aid of
a telescope. At its greatest brilli
ancy, June 12, the comet will be of
the eighth or ninth magnitude, he
suid, and will be in position for observation for several months.

Denhof Jewelry Co.
SANTA FE WATCH INSPECTORS

GIRL USHERS POPULAR

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

CLOSING SALE

Buffulo, N. Y., May 3. Pretty
Rirls have permanently displaced men
s ushers in theatres throughout the
eastern part of the United States.
Theatre managers say that the lady
UahwB are efficient and courteous,
while the men are inferior in courtesy
Hnd diplomacy.
Managers state that the girls can
bo depended on in case of fire or
any other emergency. A word of admonition from a girl will generally
bring instant action. When a young
man usher makes a request, it is a
different slory,
Tlie greatest need of Mexican railways is for equipment ami rolling
stork. The roads lost 10,000 freight
cars and 400 locomotives during the
revolutionary upheavals of the past
few years.

On account

of the law recently
passed, prohibiting sale of patent and
proprietary medicines, I will close out
my stock of Watkins goods at once.
Supply yourself with extracts,
spices, toilet articles, etc., while you
can get something good.
G. H. Blankenship,
910 North Wallace
Phone 243
Clovis N. M.
News Classified Ads bring results.

Disc Rolling
Lathe Work
General Blacksmithing
Cylinders

WHEN the
hold cares

Re-Bore-

d

Guaranteed

of everyday

lift? have drasr- Kod you down,

made you un- ti a d n v . and
there is nothing

Kentucky Iron Works

headache, backache and worry,

Burton

in life but
right proserin,
tion. one gotten
up by Doctor
I' i e r c e over
fifty years ago.

Dr. Pierce, of
Buffalo, N. Y.,

Si

&

Boydstun, Props.

313 West Otero

Real Service!

long since

found out what

is naturally
best for

wom-

en's diseases,
lie learned it
all thru treating thousands

of

eases.

The
of his
studies was a medicine called Dr.
Tierce's Favorite Prescription.
This medicine is made of vege-

result

table growths that nature surely
in tented for backache, headache,
weakening pains, and for many
diaordi-r-

s

common

to women

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
tijr local applications, as (hoy cannot r. ucti
e.ue diaeasid porllun o( thu enr.
Tht-rll
only me way to curu ra'.irrhttl aYafii'ia,
amd tttat Is by a conatltmiunul
CaiwrJial Deafness li cauird by nn
condition of the mucuua lining of
the Kaaleohlan Tube
Whn this iiih.. a
luilAiud you have a rumuilnf sound or
hearing, and when It Is tntiMy
cloaed. D alm as la the r. ilt. I'nlrsf thti
tnSamaiattoB can b reduced and this tuba
ta Ita normal condition, hearing
to deatroyed forever.
Many caaei of
aWarneas ara cauaed by catarrh, which la
aua laiiamed condition
of the mucoua aur
faaea Hall's Catarrh Medicine acta thru
the ktood on the mucoua surfacea of tha

tire

Hundred Dollars for
may eaaa of Catarrhal Deafneaa that cannot
an cared by Hall's Catarrh Medicine. Clr.
Ona

Milan frea. All Druggists, 1(0.
F. 1. CHGNGY
CO.. Toledo,

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.

THIS GUN SHOOTS
AROUND CORNER
Detroit, Mich., May 3. A device
that permits a gun to be shut "in a
circle" has been invented by Alex
T. Fisher, of Detroit.
The United
States war department has just sent
him two Springfield rifles which he
will equip 'with his device and he
hopes to obtain the endorsement of
tiie government.
Friends of Fisher substantiate his
claim thnt a gun so equipped will enable a policeman to shoot around a
corner and maim a robber, without
being exposed to a return fire.

a

Citizen Gives Information
Of Pricelo.i Value
When you suffer from backache.
Headaches, dizziness, nervousness,
Feel weak, languid, depressed,
Have annoying urinary disorders;
Do you know what to do?
Some Clovis people do.
Read the statement that follow;.
It's from a Clovis citizen.
Testimony that can be investigated.
Mrs. Arthur Andrews, 510 N. 'lid
ding St. says: "My advice to any one
suffering from disordered kidimys i.i
to try1 Doan's Kindcy Pills, for they
certainly are fine. Several years
ago I took them for weakness in my
back and other symptoms of kidney
complaint. They certainly did all
that was claimed for them and soon
removed the annoyance. Doan's Kidney Pills are fine and I can conscientiously endorse them."
COe, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
3
A Clovia

Foster-Milbur-

'

TOTAL

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock'
Paid In

S2S.O0O.06.

8

50,000.00

Earned t25.00O.0O

Surplus
Undivided Profits
Bills Payable
Dapostu

10,000.00
7,363.08
25,000.00
387,1 23.1 S

TOTAL

$449,486.23

$449,488.23

as

The above is correct.
F. B. HEROD, Asst. Cashier.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
CHAS. E. DENNIS, President.
i
G. W. SINGLETON. Vice President:
CASH RAMEY. Vice President
S. A. JONES, Cashier
J. E. LINDLEY, Director.
C. S. HART, Director.
L. C. PETREE, Asa't. Qashier.
F. B. HEROD, Ass't Cashier
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FOR WOMENi
as the law provides, otherwise same
BUT FEW FOR MEN will be forever barred within one
year.
Chicago, May 3. Women who enHazel M. Sharpnack,
tered the industrial field by the thous-ami- s
Administratrix
during the war, arc a big factor
in the present unemployed situation.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
This opinion was expressed today
In the District Court
by Commander William P'.'art of the
of Curry
Chicngo district of the
Salvation County, New Mexico.
J. E. Bryant Company, Plaintiff,
Army.
Grocery Club, of
Commander Peart said that while vs.
it is practically impossible to find Clovis, New Mexico, et al, Defendjobs for men who apply to the Sal- ants. No. 1757.
To any and all creditors of the Covation Army, there is little difficulty
operative Grocery Club of Clovis,
in placing women.
"Changed
industrial
conditions New Mexico; or D. C. Priddy, Lon
have brought about this situation," Moore and J. C. Moore, partners, dosaid the army commander.
"Many ing business under the name of Coof those women who entered the in- operative Grocery Club of Clovis,
dustrial field during the war have re- New Mexico:
You and each of you are hereby
mained.
Their employes are not
only satisfied with retaining them, notified that the undersigned was on
the 8th day of April, 1921, appointed
but are employing more."
Peart believes this is a factor that receiver of and for the
"must be reckoned with in future in- Grocery Club of Clovis, New Mexico,
dalcrs in retail groceries and you are
dustrial depressions."
further notified that the order of the
court provides that all creditors shall
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
present verified statements o, their
All persons are notified that the
undersigned was appointed administrator of the estate of Edward E.
Hickman,, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico, on the 28th day of
March,
1921, and nil claims must be legally presented for payment within on
year, or same will be forever barred.
Lawrence Hickman,
Administrator.
JOBS

PLAINS

claims against said Grocery Club to
the undersigned receiver and special
master at Clovis, New Mexico, on or
before the 8th day of June, 1921, and
that unless said claims are presented
in the manner and form prescribed
by said order and the laws of this
state you and each of you will be forever barred and precluded from sharing in the distribution of the assets
and proceeds arising from the sale
thereof.
Witness my hand this 8th day of
April, 1921.
.
C. C. CALLICOTT,
Receiver and Special Master.

r7k Lucky Tiger
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BUYING

AND

OPEN ALL NIGHT
We have adopted
new polof keeping our restaurant
open all night. This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are fn getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.
icy

Ogg&Boss Cafe
Open All Night

Hear

.

FARWELL

CLOVIS

HAVENER
40

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned was duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Cora E.
Sharpnack, deceased, by the Trobate
Court of Curry County, New' Mexico,
on the 8th day of April, 1921, and
all persons are notified to present
claims against said estate for payment

Phone

92- -

OILS
GAS
COAL

FEEDS

PILLS
CHICHESTER SIIIUNU.
A

i

I, .dlnl Aaa year wragf let "
hl.eaee.Mr-- Vlanonf
nMillleV
Al'I JIT X VtlU lm Ur4 end U.IJ IlranaY
Im.m, leeKtl with lllua RU.Me. V
V I Take aa after. Hay af yoar
41
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SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVEKYWHIRE

GROCERIES
CELEBRATED MOLINE LISTERS
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WE WILL TICKLE YOUR PALATE FREE
WITH SUNSHINE BISCUIT PRODUCTS ON

o

SATURDAY, APRIL 23rd.

?

SOMETHING FOR

NOTHING-CO- ME

ONE,

COME ALL.

n

Try a Clovis News Classified Ad,

"Aloha-Oe- "

f
i

"Business is Good."

ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE

(

1

Positively eradicates

SELLING ASSOCIATION

The green bug scare has passed;
the hail season is now upon us; we
have good strong companies that pay;
insure that wheat now. Clovis Abstract and Insurance Co., successor to
Baker Bros.

It

aaa

e lal dandruff
rorrerta
aaataotn seal pa atop falUnc hair- -I
promotaa luxuriant
beauty, health
action Immediate ami
tartaln. Money-Rac- k
Guarantaa.

i.os-sib-

in

all ajr of life. Sold by drupgista
in tablet and liquid form. Send
Dr. Pierct 10c. for trial package.

artto
We will

Jesse F.
Lee, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico, on the 9th day of February,
1921, and all claims must be legally presented for payment within one
year, or same will be forever barred.
T. Lawson,
Administrator.

GOOD ADVICE

Satisfaction

and the worries

turn to the

istrator of the estate of

i

The Needless Misery

That Women Bear

All persons are notified that the
undersigned was appointed as admin-

m

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS APRIL 28, 1921.

Sung Right

Vierra's Original Hawaiians
Six of Best Artists Islands Ever Produced

A Revelation to You
THIS IS THE REAL THING

At Chautauqua

t
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Every Inducement
There's every inducement for you to come to
Murray's when you want a good sandwich, a hot cup

of cocoa, a' cold drink or a box of the best candy on
the market.
'41,
X' Ul
UiKlJ Jill 1111.11,1 tally IV'VI"'. J. mill LllVv
cleanest place and the best service in town.
13

LET'S GO TO

Murray's Confectionery
Slaughter Murray, Prop.

the ladies of the neighborhood. The
tennis tournament will come off at
2 o'clock p. m. There will be a tennis
racket for the best boy player and
also the best girl player.
At 8 o'clock p. m. the class day
exercises will take place at the Union
church. After the exercises are over
two addresses will be given, one by
Judge Sam Bratton and another by
Supt. Bickley.
Fairfield made no plans whatever
in the track meet' at 1'urtalcs Saturday but are very glad indeed that we
have two prizes in the forensic meet,
one first prize by King Runnels in
the grade? and another second prize
by Mi.is Irene Kngrnm in the High
School, but the judges being either
too sleepy or too well amused did not
see the brave efforts of Raymond
Boone to win the prize, but after all
we are very thankful.

,'

RUTH ITEMS

Well, the high wind continues. We
are in hopes that it will soon bring
rain ns the wheat is suffering. F armSome few
ing has almost ceased.
are planting.
Mrs. Duram! was out Saturday
helping the children in their first club
meeting. They are taking lots of interest. There is some talk of Jones
district joining this club, we hope so
anyway. The regular meeting day
was decided on as the last Wednesday in each month at 2 o'clock. Club
members' please remember.
Mr. Carpenter had a nice mare to
The writer doe? not
die Saturday.
know the cause.
Mrs. It. K. Sheridan went to Grady'
and had her hand lanced Wednesday.
Tlis community joins in deep sympathy wilh Mr. and Mrs. Mulhuir in CfcRDUl HELPED
the loss of their son, Forrest, as stated in Inst week's pnper. It was indeed a sad accident.
Messrs. Chambers, Sheridan and
Manning were in Clovis Monday.
Remember the pie supper and pro- Alabama' Lady Was Sick For Three,
gram Friday night.
Years, Suffering Pain, Nervous
Mrs. D. 0. Rutherford has been
and DepressedRead Her
quite sick but is reported better at
Own Story of Recovery.
this writing.
Misses Beatrice and Iva Scarborough and Jessie and Willie Sheridan
spent Saturday night at the Cham-lPaint Rock, Ala. Mrs. C. M. 8tegaH,
home.
f near here, recently related the fol
loving Interesting account of her recovery: "I was In a weakened conFAIRFIELD FACTS
dition. I was sick three years in bed,
suffering a great deal of pain, weak,
School Notes.
X was so weak,
nervous, depressed.
Honor Roll: First grade, Hester
walk across the floor; Just
Engram. Second grade, Jessie Bur- I couldn't
bid to lay and my little ones do the
nett, Alice Phillips, J. D. Harding, and work. I was almost dead. I tried
Juanita Cook. Third grade, Mary D. every thing I heard of, and a number ot
Phillips, Annette Waller, Earl Bates doctors. Still I didn't get any relief.
I
I couldn't eat, and slept poorly.
and Annie Moss, Fourth grade,
believe if I hadn't hoard of and taken
Hoard and Bertha Martin. Sixth Cardul I would have died. I bought
gradeCrit Hunt and Franklin Hoard. six bottles, after a neighbor told me
Seventh grade, Irene Walker, Kath- what 11 did for her.
"I began to eat nnd sleep, began to
leen Runnels, Helen Martin nnd
gain my strength and am now well
Gladys Bates. Eighth 'grade, King and strong. I haven't had any trouRunnels and Kirk Runnels. Second ble since
I sure can testify to the
I don't
year high school, Raymond Boone, good that Cardul did me.
is
a better tonlo made
think
there
and Georgia Moss.
I believe it saved my life."
and
Fairfield consolidated schools will '
For over 40 years, thousands of wohave their closing exercises Friday, men have used Cardul successfully,
May 13th. At 10 o'clock a. m. the in the treatment ot many womanly
aliments.
intermediate and primary departIf you suffer as these womon did,
ments will have their exercises. There
may help you, too.
will be lunch at noon furnished by take Cardul. It
B SS
At all druKTlsta.
a
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PRSCEEQINBS
Be it remembered, that at a special
session of the County Commissioners
court, held May 2nd, A. D. 1921, the

following were present and business
was transacted as follows:
John D. Fleming, Chainman.
J. W, Manning, Commissioner.
John A. LaRue, Commissioner.
Daniel Boone, County Clerk.
In the matter of the claim for salaries of the county officials were examined and ordered paid, and other
claims against the county were examined end allowed as follows:
Clovis United Charity, for George
Hurtmun indigent, $100.00.
G. W. Bockoven, building bridge
$100.00.
Lamar Em!:!i, Wild Animal Bounty, M00.
Oscar McGruder, expense on grading, $146.84.
Now the Board considers the petition signed by a goodly number of
resident voters, petitioning for a public road to be opened beginning at the
Bellview school house at the' SW corner of Section 20, Township 8 North,
Range 30 East, and extending east
two miles, thence along township line
north three miles, east one mile,
thence north one mile, thence west
two miles, thence south one mile,
thence west one mile, ending at the
southwest corner of Section Eleven,
Town.-hi-p
8 North, Range 30 East,
and the board being advised in the
ricntiYcs doth find; t hat the road has
been heretofore viewed by the Board
and it now orders that the said road
be and the same is opened to travel,
and the Road Supervisor for thut district is d'rected to see that this order
in carried into effect.

i j
W
CHARLES CHAPLIN'S SIX
REEL COMEDY OFFERING
The biggest hit of the season. The
name of it is "The Kid," and Charlie
has taken a partner in the fun business. Little Jackie Coogan, the Kid
and they're the greatest combination of fun makers who ever got together and when Charlie overlooks
puttin' in the laugh the Kid is there

i
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The News is equipped to handle your printing of all kinds in an economical manner.
A battery of four job presses enables us to
handle your printing as it should be.

In tile mutter
of appointing a
constable for precinct five, after considering Hie petitions of the voters of
precinct number five, asking for the
appointment of M. R. Rolston and J.
I. Will'nms, both for constable for
that precinct, duly signed by legal
voters nnd being of the opinion that
it would be impossible to act on the
petition of both, it is hereby ordered
that A. C. Bragg, Justice of the Peace,
for precinct number five, call an election for the purpose of determining
who shall be selected for the office of
Constable for that precinct.
It is
further ordered that said election so
called will be conducted without any
expense to the county whatsoever.

In tne matter of soldier claims for
exemption from 1020 taxes coming
before the board, the following claims
are approved and referred to the
District Attorney for further proceedings and they arc allowed to
the following claimants as follows
it

:

E. W. Blackshear.
S. L. Chapman.
W. V. and G. V. Croft.
R. E. Dick.
It. B. Freeman.
Fay O. Griffith,
John W. Johnson.
G. H. King.

Frank

M.

I.nne,

Roy S. Lewis.
C. L. AlcClellan.
Ben H. McKee.
C. C. McKee.
Geo. O. Pulliam.
G. H. Sage.
Geo. Williams.

And the following claims are hereby disapproved, but an appeal is
hereby granted to the following claimants before the District Attorney, in
the following order
Byron Barnes.
J. A. Elier.
W. L. Price.
And the claim of Geo, O. Roberts
is hereby referred to the State Tux
Commission, and the Clerk is directed
to write the Tax Commission to ascertain as to whether such a claim can
be allowed.
It is ordered that the board do
adjourn until the further orders of
the Board.
JOHN D. FLEMING.
Attest:
Chairman.
DANIEL BOONE, Clerk.
t:
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Automatic Feeder
The News has the only automatically fed
job press in Eastern New Mexico.
This
makes it possible for us to handle long runs
profitably.
You do not have to send your
big order of Printing away to get service or
price.

V3?

RAISING BUFFALO IS
PROFITABLE IN TEXAS

Stamford, Texas, To again witness picturesque buffalo browsing
over Texas plains is the hope of R. V.
Colbert, whose ranch is twenty miles
cast of here.
A wolf and hunter-proo- f
wire fence
strung from iron posts imbedded in
cement foundations, therefore, has
been built around Colbert's 12,000
acre river ranch, where almost deand does it for him. It took a year to pleted buffalo herds are being remake and it's worth the time spent stocked.
cause everyone says it's tho best
picture on the screen. And you'd
Many young men who gleefully
better come early cause they've been left the farms and rushed to the great
turning people away at every per- cities a year or two ago are now
formance of "The Kid." Presented n'tndinj their way sadly back to that
at the Lyceum Theatre, Wednesday haven from whence they fled. Three
and Thursday, May 1M: :.nd l?th. squares and a place to sleep airain
Try to get In.
look good to them.

Job Printing Department

The Glovis News

(0)

PHONE 98
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Sketch of Child Welfare Work."
Mrs. W. H. Pattison handled well
the subject of "Starting the Baby
SOCIETY NOTES
Several Generations Back, to its
Birth." .
Mrs. George Cornell entertained
SURPRISE LINE PARTY
the club with an original reading,
Miss Thclma Wilkinson, who has "The Demonstrator."
The club will give a musicale at
Vajen viaiting her brother, J. W. Wil- ikiisnn for the past few months, was the home of Mrs. R. M. Bishop May
awry much surprised by a crowd of 11th.
Strong people Monday night to a line
SILVER TEA.
)jmu1j to the Lyceum. The crowd met
Gertrude Hockcnhull't and then pa- The Ladies Aid of the Christian
' (Mfc'U to the home of Miss Wilkinson
will hold a silver tea at the
Church
they took her very much by
Mrs. Anna E. Janes, Friday
tKirpriae. After the show refresh- home of
ments were served at Murray's Con- afternoon.
fectionery then back to Miss Hockcn-- f
YOUR CHANCE
null's wherc'plenty of music and homemade candy was served until a late
To get good things to eat The
;'iour.
Miss Wilkinson has been a young
ladies of the Baptist church
'vrry popular young lady in ail the will serve lunch and take orders for
asocial affairs and will be very much pies, bread and cakes at Harris Furmissed when she returns to her home niture Store on Sount Main Street,
K
Georgia. Among those of the next Saturday, May 7th. The "eats"
party were: Misses Thclma Wilkinson, start at 11 :1 5. Don't miss It.
ltc
IKdna
Sanders, Grace and Ruby
Wicks, Zclla Mae Pierce, Ruth Hough,
Mr. G. H. Blankenship purchased
JJinnie Schultz, Ncllye Cook and Ge- through the Reagan Land Co. this
rtrude Hockcnhull; Messrs. Gordon week, lots 6 and 6, block 18, North
"Wicks, Solon Foreman, Wendell ForePark Addition. These lots adjoin Mr.
man, Musin Croft, Clarence Hobdy, Blankenship's home and have a nice
Vloyd Marsh, Oliver Buster, Jimmy lot of fruit trees on them.
ltc
3ii'Ginnia and Marion Elliott.
Ever hear a piano rag? You can't
PROGRESS CLUB
bsat "Kitten on the Keys," and "My
Pet," played by Confrey on the
Mrs. Woodward entertained
the
k
record. Hear them at Nunn
rVoirress Club Tuesday afternoon,
Elect vie Co.
April 2(!th, assisted by Mesdames
iSmyer and Harrison.
ENFORCED DRY SPELL
Subject "I.ate Fiction and

at

lei's iiiiier

Clothe

What You Want and What You Get in
KUPPENHEIMER GOOD CLOTHES
This spring's beautiful
fabric rich silk linings
herringbones, checks, new brown and blue effects.
all-wo-

patterns in tans, grays, pencil stripes,

And in every suit you'll get a satisfying investment in good appearance.
Fine values, the result of the new lower price level

j

$45.00 to $55.00
We also have a complete stock of men's and young men's suits in latest styles and fabrics.

;

at $20.00 to $40.00

Brun-wic-

."

Roll Call

Current Books and

Au-

thors.
Mrs. Gregg.
Btmk Review
Current Events.
The club will meet with Mrs.
on West Statts Street, May 10.
WOMAN'S

SHOWER OF METEORS
ABOUT JUNE 12

CLUB

The W. C. T. U. cordially invites
the ladies of Olovls to attend their
"Meeting at the Baptist Church at 3:00
Vclock on the afternoon of Monday,
Mny 9th. The following program will
JSC rendered:
Opening Hymn.
Scripture Lesson Mrs, Uicc.
Prayer Mrs. Stumph.
Greeting Miss Mary Knight.
Solo, "My Mother" Mrs Wade
JFrceman.
"'Why Wear the White Ribbon"
Mrs. W. J. Stuart.
ReadingMrs. Cornell.
'
Solo
Mrs. Byrl Johnson.
Reading Mrs. Neff.
-Heart to Heart Talks" Mrs. C.
D. T'oston.
Prayer Mrs. Griffith.

WOMN'C

CLUB

The Woman's Club of Clovis met
at the home of Mrs. H. 0. Robinson,
.April 2Rth. A child welfare program
was carried out with Mrs. John L.
Stevenson as leader.
Dr. Scott gave a very instructive
Jtalk on the "Psychology of the Child
and its Welfare." Then followed a
.round table discussion.
Miss Louise Wills, Red Cross nurse,
jravc a splendid talk on "Historical

f

"It's all rot about women not being able to keep a secret."
"Do you speak from experience?"
"I do. My wife knows where the
key to my hooch chest is and she
won't tell me." New York Sun.

meteoric shower
June 27 if the
comet at present approaching the earth, has motoric material on its wake, it was announced
last week by Prof. A. 0. Leuschner
of the astronomy department of t!.?
University of California.
Although the .shower may be somewhat spectacular, Professor Lucsch-ne- r
said, the comet itself will be too
faint to be seen without the aid of
a telescope. At its greatest brilliancy, June 12, the comet will be of
the eighth or ninth magnitude, he
said, and will be in position for observation for several months.
Berkley, Calif.

A

may take place about

Look yourself in the face occasionally, and perhaps you will be more
charitable to others.

Regular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are Invited.
P. A. LaShicr, Recorder.

ft

Men's Shirts
if
New Spring patterns shown in most every kind
of pretty shirts.
The materials represented in this large collection
of shirts are silks, eilks and linen, fiber silks, madras
and percales. The patterns consist of most every
wide stripe, in all the pretty colorings that could be
wished for.
Come in and make your selection for your Summer needs now, while our stocks are complete.

f
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Copyiight 1921, The Home of Kuppenhcitner

Rich Silk Ties
In beautiful floral designs which have "Spring" worked all the way through them, show a wealth of
handsome color combinations. .Made in all the latest styles.

Prices 25c to $1.75

Your Straw Hat Is Ready
In the new styles. Put away the old felt and get under a straw you will just feel better, and as
for looks you can nbt beat a straw.

Prices $3.50 to $10.00

r About Shoes

Underwear for Men
We have a nice showing of Athletic garments

!

in Nainsook and Soisette, and also a. complete line of

Second-Han- d

Priced at $1.00 to $2.25

.Kendall Dry. Goods

Shoes.

THE HOME OF KUPPENHEIMER CLOTHES

Some folks wear the Bargain Shoes.
Which class are you in and why? These
are things to think over.
My Best Shoes are $14.00.
My Medium Shoes are $6.00 to $8.00.
My Bargain Shoes are $3.00 to $5.00.
Shoes, if I have any,
My Second-Hand

will give them to you.

The Cash Shoe Store
Main

fitting

light weight knits in ankle lengths.

Some folks wear the Medium Shoes.

N- -

nice cool and comfortable

summer garments.

Some folks wear the Best Shoes.

112K

J

.&

It is getting time to change from those heavy winter garments into

folks wear the

-

Prices $1.25 to $11.00

- OVER.
WiVLKSHOES

Some

lit
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The young ladies of the Baptist
Church will serve lunch at Harris
Furniture Company, on South Main
Street Saturday, May 7th, beginning
at 11:16 o'clock. They'll also take
orders for pies, cakes and bread. Be
ltc.
sure to be there.
Leave your order for pictures of
Ranchvale Singing Convention, 6x7
at Thomas
on nice view mounts,
Studio.
The young ladies of the Baptist
Church will serve lunch at Harris
Furni'ure Company, on South Main
Street Saturday, May 7th, beginning
at 11:16 o'clock. They'll also take
orders for pies, cakes and bread. Be
Up
sure to be there.

BAPTIST CHURCH
"Spread Yo' Stuff,' and Wang
Wang Blues," mean just wljat they
The Baptist Hospital campaign
say. They're played for Brunswick
by Bennie Krucger's Orchestra, and which closed lust Monday was a very
they're, real hits. Hear them at gratifying success. The business men
gave about one thousand dollars, this
Nunn Electric Co.
with the local Baptist Church offerWe
ing makes the total $fl,082.fi0.
Gcnulno' Oklahoma Miller Broom
thank dur friends for their help.
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
Regular services next Sunday will
Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
be held at the church at the regular
will make better brush.
hours.
C. W. Stumph. Pastor.
We have 137 acres one mile east of
Denton, Texas; good land; owner
Pride of the plains Sunlight
wants to exchange for Curry County
farm and make a home here. Denton flour.
has the State Normal and College of
I treat all diseases and disorders of
Industrial Arts. Dc you want the
land? It it priced right. Reagan Land women and attend confinement
"c cases Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Co.

Mr. O. M. Reese this week
cd of Sullivan ft' Sullivan 320 acrf
of lund 15 miles northwest of Clo

the Sullivans receiving as nart ri.
ment the Alamedo Bottling WorK i
Reagan Land Co. making the deul.
This bottling works has an output of '
about 600 cases of soda pop per dajr 'i
through the summer season and hat
recently increased its equipment un- - f
till it will now be able to take care
of the season's demand, which it has
never been able to do before. A part j
of this equipment is 1600 cases of
thirty thousand empty soda pop bot- - jj
ties.
ltc ;j
A

Our coal business is black but we
you white. Lane & Sons Grain

treat

SECOND SECTION
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Oldest Established Pauer in Curry County

VOL. 14, NUMBER

$2.00 PER YEAR

ommerce Page

or
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BUILT UP BY

X

Body Will be Financed By Individual Memof
$20.00 and Service Fund of $6,000
berships
to be Raised by Subscription.

One Thousand Letters Sent Out to Citizens Asking for
Suereestions on Program of Work For
Reorganized Chamber of Commerce.

FOR THE
Service Fund PUn.
Without adequate finances
X service fund of $6,000 per year
munity organization, no matter how
enthusiastic its membership, can keep is to be ra'iBcd entirely apart from
alive and accomplish results. The membership dues. It will be budgetfinances for the new Chamber of ed to carry out a program of work
Commerce will come from two sour- built by the membership. It Is inces: yearly dues of $20 per member; tended to Include in this program all
and a "service fund" of $6,000 to stated community expenditures for
be raised from anionic fh'ms and bus- civic and commercial projects which
iness interests in proportion to the have no organization of their own
benefits they will receive from com- to handle them and which can promunity progress.
perly be undertaken by the Chamber
of Commerce.
Membership PUn.
"
Membership dues will be $20 per
Every member will have an equal
u
year, payable annually or
voice in determining wnai projects
ally in advance. Income from dues shall be undertaken.
will be used to maintain the organiEach year the service fund will
zation at a high standard of effici- be apportioned in a business-lik- e
way
ency. This fund will cover adminis- to the various projects. An ample
tration expenses, such as salaries of portion will be left in a "contingent
secretary and office help, office rent fund" to care for the activities which
al, printing, stationery, supplies, post may ar'se during the year, but which
age, telephone, telegraph, incidental can not be foreseen at the time of
expenses, cost of meetings, speakers building the program.
for Members' Forum, expenses ol
"Hit or miss" methods of "passing
general committee work and othev
ihe hat" for everything that comes
contingencies.
along will he replaced by a definite
A portion of the dues income will budget system. While it will not be
y be expended in informing, educating
possible to entirely eliminate "passing
Wind keeping the members alive and
the hat" for charities and the like,
working.
For It has been learned civic undertakings will be handled In
that one of the chief reasons for loss the modern business way.
of interest and effectiveness of the
A definite program, looking weU
old style organization was the failurt
to
the future, for each project, will
to expend thought and money to the
the Chamber of Commerce to
enable
end of keeping the spirit of coopera- efficiently accomplish well planned
tion alive and the members working. community development.
and interestWithout
The budget fund will be raised
ed members an organization will fail.
firms
from among the
organClovis
the
dues
in
Annual
individuals who will receive the
and
ization have been set at $20 because great, st benefits from community
it has been found that this is the least
progress.
amount per member necessary to
The reason for making member
maintaining a live organization. Mem
dues the same for all, and mak
ship
invest
an
join
as
be
asked
will
to
bers
ment and will be expected to pledge ing provision for those who are able
as well as money to pay more and who should pay
their
Over 95 per cent of the successful more because of their greater interorganizations in the United States ests in the community, to pay into the
service fund, is in order that the orhnvc dues of $20 or more.
A membership will represent an in- ganization shall be controlled by men
vestment of less than five and a half and not money. The plan is based
cents a dny in the city's future; less on American principles of one vote
a day or a movie to each citizen and taxation in prothan a Coca-col- a
portion to interests.
a week.
no com-

scmi-ann-
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One thousand letters were sent to major program of work to take the
citi.ens yesterday asking them place of the organized planks of the

Clovis

major program as work on these
what they want the Chamber of Com
plunks is completed.
merce to undertake for the building
THE MINOR PROGRAM
of Clovis and vicinity into a bigger,
better and more prosperous comIn addition to the major and Forum
munity.
programs of work there will be some
P. M.
This is the first step in building the project that will affect only a limit
program of work of the Chamber ed portion of the membership. These
of Commerce
Auspices Clovis
from the expressed desires of the peo- projects will constitute
the minor
Enclosed in program and work on them can be
ple of the community.
Dinner Served by the
each letter Is a qucstionaire upon carried forward simultaneously with
which the suggestions are to be writ- the major program.
BAPTIST CHURCH
LADIES OF
ten and returned to headquarters.
Through the referendum and the
After the returns are In next Mon Forum Meetings the committees can,
W. B. CRAMER, Presiding
day these suggestions will be built at all times, keep informed as to the
C. W. HARRISON, Toastmaster
into a program of work. ' Later group desires of the membership in carry
meetings will be held of the new mem ing forward the work on the planks
R. B. FREEMAN, Invocaton
bers of the Chamber. At these meet of the program of work.
ings programs will be discussed and
put into final shape.
From this discussion there will
CLOVIS MINISTERS
emerire from six to ten main projects
BY
that will constitute the planks in the';
ENDORSE
major program work. These planks
T
C. C. MAGEE, Editor,
will form the definite tasks to be unALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
dertaken by the Chamber during the
"After having had the plan of
first year and will constitute the
REMARKS:
Clopromise of the Chamber to the com- work of the reorganizing of the
vis Chamber of Commerce explained
munity.
,
S. A. Jones
Alex Shipley
of the
to us, by a representative
From the persons making the sugG. P. Kuykendall
Mrs. J. D. Brown
City Bureau,
American
planks,
prospective
gestions for the
"We, the members of the MinisLynn Mowat
committees will be chosen at group
interest meetings. These committees terial Association of Cloyis, enter
MUSIC
will be held responsible for the car- into the following resolution:
"Whereas, believing such a moverying
forward the work on' the planks
VOCAL DUET Miss Rogers and Mr. Kennedy.
X
ment successfully consumnted, would
of the program.
ORCHESTRAL SELECTIONS.
be well worthy of the support of this
FORUM PROGRAM
X
body, as well as all members of our
COMMUNITY SINGING Jno. F. Taylor.
In addition to the. planks of the churches, be it hereby
' major program there wiH be several
"Resolved, that we .endorse the
projects that were suggested by a few purpose of this campaign, as it
minbeirs, has been explained to us. And that
of the more
These will not hnvc sufficient pop we recommend to our people and the
ularity to be placed in ttJ major people of Clovis in general, that they
program of work but will have a de- - lend all aid possible to make this
bearing on the growth and
a success, and be it further
Bevelopment of. the community.
"Resolved, that to assist in Injectfore they can be undertaken they ing the wholesome spirit of the church
must be popularized.
e
into this undertaking of
Through public discussion at the
we agree to bring this
The members are going to run it. est number in this "primary" elec- meeting of the membership in the matter before our congregations on
In the modern Chamber of Com- tion to twice the number of direct- members forum these projects will Sunday, May 8th.
.
merce, which is what; Clovis is going ors to be elected will be declared form the FORUM PROGRAM and
Signed, W. M. Elliott, Pres.
to have at the end of the campaign nominated. These will be placed on will be the natural feeders to the
R. B. Freeman, Sec.
next week, every member is on an a final ballot which will be mailed out
equal footing. Each member pays the to the membership who will each
7
same dues, ench has one vote only, choose again from the nominees, their
rSTachTrtowIT
each has the right to nominate for of- choice for directors. Those receiving
fice, each has as loud a voice as any the highest votes in the second elecother in the making of the program tion arc declared elected.
The directors then elect their own
of work and each will becalled upon
SVni J
president, vice president and treasto exercise these rights.
r
n
irr-j- r
urer.
Old Plan Failure.
Forum.
Under the old plan, nominations
A member's forum will be estabwere made by a small group and eleclished which provides
medium
a
tions carried on at poorly attended
through
may
membership
which
the
meetings. If there was a program of
bring up new ideas, express their will
work, it was built by one or two men.
to the board of directors, check up
This led to
control or con"
progress of work, and build up
trol by a small group. Naturally the
and good fellowship.
average member soon lost interest.
Provision is made for a referendum
The new Chamber of Commerce by which a small percentage of the
will be conducted along the new plan
membership can call for a vote of the
again the boiled down result of entire membership on controversial
years of experiment of insisting questions, assuring majority control
Remember comparisons are always that the members shall say who shall nt all times.
be directors and hold office and whnt
handy. Our next door neighbor
planks shall compose the program of
is in closa juxtaposition
The race is on; our town may not work.
"civic "slacker" the man who yielded him, do not. envy him; for
IHY THE NEW CHAMBER sitsTheback
'
stand still.
Election Plans
in smug self content while like "The Man Without a Country":
The old officers have resigned and
Uncle Sam and Columbia, paternalhis fellow townsmen are planning and "If such there lives, go, mark him
ly interested in YOU and YOUR pro- at the end of the reorganization camworking for the city's future is to
L BE
well,
gress and in US and OUR town keep paign both the old directors and the
be pitied more than censured.
For him no minstrel raptures swell.
pretty close tab on what is happening. workers and committeemen in the
proud his
His soul is dead to the urge of civic High though his titles,
The life of the Chamber of ComThey mark the weak links in the campaign will take equal place with
name,
pride. He knows not the joy cf givand
depends
activities
merce
upon
the
chain bf Industrial and civic pride all others just members. Immediing that the world may become a bet- Boundless his wealth as wish can
Conthat link coast to coast. The OUT- ately following the campaign for cooperation of its membership.
claim;
place in which to live and work.
ter
SIDE world Is watching you, whether membership ballots will be mailed to sequently the plan of organization of
Despite these titles, power and pelf,
"get
can
he
seeking
what
Always
to
forward
a
Chamber
which
looks
you realize it or not. Encourage your every member accompanied by a full
In self,
increasing out of it," he goes th'rough life friend- The wretch, concentered all
Chamber of Commerce enter into roster of the Chamber's membership. permanency and constantly
knowing the joys of labor- Living shall forfeit fair renown.,
never
less,
all
strength
and
must
last
first,
deal
the spirit of Its operations lend ev- From the roster each member will
ing for a common cause with his fel- And, doubly dying, shall go down.
ery posible support, moral and finan- pick his choice for directors and mail the time with the membership.
of "putting in" that the To the vile dust from whence he
low men
come
will
who
The
members
new
to
cial.
What profits your community or bring the lecret, scaled ballot
sprung- -f
may
be a better place.
world
eager
he
will
to
Clovis
Chamber
the
profits you never forget that for an the ballot box. The returns will be
Unwept,
unhonored and unsung."
has
life
his
selfish
what
No
matter
page.)
(Concluded
high
last
on
receiving
the
counted and those
instant.
public-spirite-
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CIVIC DINNER

!

High School Gymnasium
Tuesday, Evening, May 10th
6:30
Chamber

THE

ADDRESS OF THE EVENING
"Community Development"
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PROGRESS
Do not think for a moment any
community can successfully conceal
"
its Inherent shortcoming. Those who
run may read. It's all stamped indelibly across the face of tilings; it
shows in hundreds of painfully obvious ways in streets, schools, parks,
factories in general activity.
"PROGRESS" is more that a more
condition or work. It has a tangl-bl- e
aspects. You can place it upon
the eternal scales of life and WEIGH
it. And we all know what happens
to the town that lacks civic pride.
The town has a
look. People who visit it or pass
through it In automobile or train,
prospective residents, capitalists with
money to invest, shrug their shoulders
and remark, "It's dead plnce."

ACTIVITY

j

Don't Be A Civic"Slackei?

I

THE CL0VI3 NEWS.
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the hot lunch for their!

school by giving a series of entertain-- :

The hot lunch has become an
affair in this school and U!
freu to all pupils because of this
community interest on th-- i art of!
the farm bureau patrons. The home'
demonstration agent and teacher se- lected the equipment to be used. The
women furnished the funds for this
and the foods used. The school furnishes the stove.
ments.

An inexpensive and servicablc substitute for table linen is "India
Head." This can now be purchasdd
in three widths, 36 inch, 44 inch, and
54 inch, at from 35 to 50 cents a
yard. The 54 inch width it fine for
table or lunch cloths. It has enough
smoothly
dye
and
weight
to
excellently.

No matter what your requirements in dress
goods and furnishings you can save money on goods

bought here this week.
No such values for the money ean he found elsewhere and no such values enn he, offered by us again

Have you tried the Japanese crepe
clothes? It comes in
lovely colors, launders easily and
wean well. It does not require ironinches wide and
ing. It is thirty-twcosts about fifty cents a yard.

for children

for many a day.
Enough of all theses selections for those who
come early

(TP

o

:

Try those crinkled crepe bedspreads
instead of the heavy ones that are
so difficult to handle and hard to
keep clean. They are splendid to
use during dusty weather as they can
bo laundered as easily as an ordin- arv sheet.

i"i t

4- -

DON'T FORGET.

That we are headquarters for all
h.irnls of f iold and pardon seeds.
Just in a fine lot o' early seed
KoUwom, Texas Hod runt proof oats
that have boon rocloancd, homo grown
lovra Silver Mine seed corn.
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a
l.
arapply of oyster shell, grit and

and Girls' t
Club Corner

! Boys'

The West Chapol Club held Its
firt meeting Saturday afternoon and
Prof.
there was a good attendance.
Davis gave an excellent talk. Miss
Maiila Allcorn, Tom Davis and Louis
Chapman are the leaders for this
group.
4- -

Even- - house should have a busi
ness corner. Make one if it's only
the top bureau drawer.

By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand

County Club Leader

X

char-woo-

It is the rightful heritage of children to be taught how to work.

During the PayinrrRoute

Lumber Yard in town. Either north or south on Gidding Street, one block
west on Grand Ave., one block north on Pile. Try to get in.

Kemp Cumbgr (oropanu
in a rich home. The
as scullery-boowner, a rich merchant, was a good
man, but his cook, being a wicked
wojnan, beat Dick every day and put
him in a garret at night to Bleep.
Many rats and mice would have tormented Dick if his cat had not made
short work of them by killing every
one that came.
The merchant was a foreign trader.
He would fill ships with all kinds of
goods, sending them to far off countries where they sold for much money.
As he was a kind man he let his servants send anything they wanted to
One day his pretty little girl came
sell, along with his goods, on the Bhips.
to Dick in the scullery and told him
of the ships und asked him what he
wanted to put in the sale that was being sent away. Dick had nothing but
his cat which she coaxed him to send
away. To please her, he parted with
his best friend.
But Dick soon regretted Bending
the cat. He grew lonesome for it
and the rats and mice came to his
garret in swarms. The cook beat him
more than ever.
The pests that kept him awake at
night robbed him of his Bleep so that
he could not do his work as well during the day. Such a hard time he
had that he started to run away.
When he reached Holloway he ant
to rest. He heard the Bow
down
Bells chiming and thought they said
to him this,"Turn again Dick Whitt- of LonThrice
don." Dick tried to laugh, but cried
instead. He turned and went to
There, the bells seemed to
talk to him again, so he turned and
went to Enfield. The bells seemed to
repeat their message again.
Dick thought the matter over seriously, deciding that as Alice, the
merchant's daughter was kind to him.j
only the cook mistreating him, that
he would return to his master again.'
As soon as he reached there he
y

Schedule for Mr. Trentman and
THE WILL H. PATISON SEED CO. Mils Richardson.
May 5th, 2:30 p.m. Home of Mrs.
Old Mexico Commission House.
J. D. Hopper, Moye, Canning demAnother amazing thing is how onstration.
7:30 p.m., Ranchvalo.
unmi' of the girls keep from cracking
May Cth, 9:30 'a.ni.,aHollene, canBy Norah Josephine Harrison
itrir drugstore complexions when
ning.
fchey arc chewing gum.
2:00 p.m., Bullview, canning and
dress forms.
Riddles to Guess
May 7th, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
1. The clock strikes twelve.
"
Local loader conference.
Dr. W. M. Lancaster
George and his sister stood under
May 9th, 9:30 a. m Claud, Outlook
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
the church tower and heard the clock
Clovis, New Mexico
Club, dress form.
strike 6. George looked at his watch
12 (noon), Grady.
Office Over Mandell's
while it did ao and said, "It took 30
Phone No. 157
4
seconds to strike 6." His sister then !
Mr. C, C. Head, county agent of replied, "How long would it take to
Quay County will be in Clovis May strike 12?" George answered, "60
7th to attend the Curry County local seconds of course."
George was m
THOMAS W. JONES
loader conference.
wrong. What is the correct answer?
Veterinarian
He is on the program for a dis200 West Otero Street
'
cussion of how to train stock judging
2. How did he measure milk?
Clovis, N. M.
Phone 45
tennis.
Mrs Thompson ordered 4 quarts
. The Quay County team wa:i the of milk from
her milkman, who had
high score team of New Mexico last 8 quarts in his can but no measure
year.
by which he could measure it. Mr
B. Westerfield
Dr.
Thompson had two jugs, one able to
Physician and Surgeon
The nmeting at Ruth at 10:00 hold 5 quarts, the other 3 quarts. The
Office 110'a N. Main St.
o'clock Saturday morning was an in- milkman said he could not measure (Si
Res. 200
Office Phone 231.
teresting one. A. number of the club four ouarts with these, but Mrs.
.
e
members are planning to be at
Thompson's little boy, Charlie, showFriday morning for the canning ed him how to do it. How did he
demonstration given by Miss Rich- do it?
DR. L. M. BIGGS
ardson.
Veterinary Surgeon
4
3. How many eggs?
Phone 331
The Latest:
your old
If a hen and a half lays an egg (g)
Clovis, New Mexico
olive and pickle bottles and h:ive some anu a nan in a uay
aim a nun, nun
new vases for those spring flowers. many eggs will one hen lay in six
4
dayj?
Grady Club is organized and ready
WALTER W.MAYES
to go. Miss Edna McCa3land is gen
4. How much does a brick weigh?
ATTORNEY-ATLAeral chairman and Miss Mildred GarA brick weighs Gib and half of
Practices in all courts
rett is general secretary.
its own weight. What is the weight
Clovii, N. M.
Miss Myrtle Thomas is taking the of the brick?
place of Mrs. R. A. Crawford as club
advisor. Mrs. Crawford will be gone
Answers to last week's riddles.
1. Mabel bought 6 apples which
for the summer.
DR. H. R. GIBSON
8 cents, and 6 oranges at 1 cent each,
OSTEOPATH
The Priscilla Sewing Club of making 14 cents for the whole. The
Treats all diseases, both acute
Ranchvale has elected the following simplest way to find this is to count
nd chrcnic. Offiooi n building
officers: President, Lottie Maness; what she paid for three of each, which
on corner north of Eire Station.
Opal Tate;
would be four cents and three cents,
Res. 390.
Office phone 383.
Dola Brunk; Local Leader, Miss Ethel making 7 cents. So she got twice
Clovis, Now Mexico.
Bell.
3 of each for 14 cents.
The Priscilla Club won the Singer
2. How many g'rls are there?
Sewing Machine last year.
Suppore we first give each of the
children 25 cents each. This would
S. J. WRIGHT
Mora Counly Hat Leading Pig Club. use $12.50. We have $2.00 left to
Chiropractor
"The Mora County Pig Club is an he used in giving another five cents
Over Farmers Stute Bank
organization of which Now Mexico each to the boys. Now there arc 40
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
should be proud," says W. H. Trent of the 5 cent pieces in $2.00, so there
Phone 346
man of the Junior Extension Depart must be 40 boys.
Therefore there
ment after attending a regular meet- are 10 girls.
ing of the club hold April 22. The
Dick Whittingjton and his cat.
club is composed of boys and girls
C. L. McClellan
As we talked about cats last week,
each working under or.e of three divi
Phytician and Surgeon
sions, Poland China, Duroc Jersey or we will have a story about a boy and
Office Over Mandell's
his cat at this time. This is an old,
Hampshire.
Ctesidcnce, 914 N. Main St.
Messrs. Robert Sterrett and J.' R. old story, and has been in many old
CLOVIS, N. M.
It is about a boy
Dillard, local farmers and hog breed- school readers.
ers, are responsible for the organ iza-- named Dick Whittington who was
ion of the work and the funds need very poor. He was an orphan and a
ed for the purchase of pure bred gilts Lancashire, England, boy. His cat
DR. 0. O. WARRINER
are furnished by the bank at Wagon was a half starved stray that he hadigv
CHIROPRACTOR
Miss Ruth Irwin of Levy found and kept. He fed and petted
Mound.
ViVk South Main Street
i
is president of the club which meets it and it was his only friend" in the X
101
Phone
the first Saturday of each month, world. We shall see how well he was Sj
4 at which meetings practical and in- repaid for his kindness.
fr4
4
Dick thought the streets of London
teresting talks are given on hog raising.
The club demonstration is to were paved with gold, so one day he
DR. T. E. PRESLEY
last for a period of two years and decided to go there and make his,
ye, Ear, Note and Throat,
an exhibit will be held each fall.
fortune. But on reaching the Rreat)
fjloswell, N. M., will be in Clo- city he found that hard stones madeiS
up the streets. He knew Jut how
Houiehold Hints.
" vm at the" Baptist Hospital from
The women of Mountain View hard they were for he slept on them
the 4th to the 8th of each month.
Farm Bureau, Bernalillo County, are many a n:gni. ai iasi ne got worn
4- -

Young People's

Department

heard that the ship on which his cat
went had sold at a great price.
The captain had been invited to
dinner with the king of the Blackmoor
lands. At the table rats and mice
came in in great crowds and ate
every crumb of food. The poor king
said he was starving, as this happened every day.
All the lions and
tigers he had bought caught no mice.
The captain brought Dick's cat to
the palace and it killed the pests so
quickly that the king offered six bags
of gold for it. He said he would
have given half of his kingdom for
it.

J.

yl

'

J

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Mrs.
J. L. Haynes, deceased. No. 347.
Notice is hereby given that James
H. Sommerfrucht was appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Mrs. J.
L. Haynes, deceased, on the 13th day
of April, 1921, by the Probate Court
of Curry County, New Mexico, and
that he has duly qualified, and all
sons having claims against the estate
d
of said decedent are required to
sent the same within the time
quired by law.
Dated this 13th day of April, 1921.
James II. Sommerfrucht,
Administrator.

pcr-cha- nt

pre-di-

re-B-

We hope we never grow so small and our

busi-8-

0

large that we can't appreciate the human side of
our customers.

Lord-May-

Ing-to-

1

sweet and pretty Alice. He was real-made Lord Mayor of London also.
When he died he left a great for'
tune to poor people.

Now the mean cook told the mcr-- :
that Dick was only a poor scul- lory lad. without friends and that he
not need to give him the gold.
the merchant being honest did
so and saw to it that Dick was raised
as his own son.
In later years Dick married the

Fin-chle-

The Western Elevator Company
Clovis

Texico

"Watch Us Grow"
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We now write fire, lightning, and tornado insurance on business houses, stocks of goods, dwellings, farm houses, automo-

threshing machines and live stock.
If everyone stopped to figure just how cheap they could
carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
f
cent per day for each $100.00
Do you know that less that
insurance pays the bill on either city residence or farm dwelling
houses and less than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the insurbiles,

one-hal-

ance on brick buildings or stocks of goods in same? Can you
ford to do without insurance at this price?

af-

We do not expect to write all the insurance in Clovis by any
means. We do hope to get some of it and EVERY LITTLE BIT
HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be the same we
use in our Joan and real estate business PROMPT SERVICE.
Talk to us about your next insurance policy, farm loan or
real estate deal.
i
YOURS FOR SERVICE

1101

Igage Co.

IrfE
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RANCHVALK RUMORS

HAIL
INSURANCE

(Received too lute for last week)
Alma Moustr visited in Clovis Saturday and Sunday.
Florrie Holomnn and Lonise Kempf
spent Saturday and Sunday with
their parents at Grler.
Miss Forest vitiitod her parents at
Tolar from Saturday until Monday.
Mr. J. H.,Miller and sons, in company with Misses Kelley and Jackson,
visited Mrs. Goodwin of Fleasant Hill
The Forrest Mutual Hail Insurance Co. will
last Sunday.
Hazel Winn and Laura Mickey visyour grain at cost. "Write for copy of s.
ited friends here last week and spent
Investigat the men that are trying to push this contwo days in school here.
A number of young people and
success.
of
cern to the highest degree
some of the teachers attended a party
Itiven by Ike Veaccy last Monday
t
evening.
Our last year's losses were
Every pupil vaccinated had a
"take" except two. Health of each
pupil is fine.
A fair deal to one and all alike.
Mr. Ross Cherry and family have
moved to Clovis for the present. Mr.
Cherry had the front wheel stolon off
his car lust Monday night while he
was at the carnivnl.
The track team had their pictures
mudc last Tuesday evening.
The buys have made up a big bnse- ball team They but balls and ball.'
By J. W. COOK, Sec.-Trea- s.
bat noses.
Forrest, via Melrose, X. M.
Four more weeks' after this of
school, a!:i plans for vacation n"
:
:
:
:
:
:
.
: . v
a
thi' moft d seussc'l themes.
I.a.-Seems we have extremes.
people
to
came
of
two
Sunday
ears
verac, eleventh clnolor, of St. John
EiliLlCAL DATA
Si'nday svbo.il
is tile shortest vi
remember the r.ui
.
in the Bible.
of snad and the Sunday before thi''
The longest chapter in the New A r.;niiint.
time hundred times that number
of
chapter
is
the first
Testament
earn'.
l.uko; it contains eighty verses. The ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
This community mourns with .Vis.
IN TEXAS OIL FIELDS
shortest i Bin John, first chapter; it
Duiand the loss of her nephew.
contains ten veises. The lowest
' ..
r....t u...i
t,'
verso in the IMil Testament is inc
EASY TO PRODUCE CHICKENS.
ninth verse of the eights chapter of: pmctically all the important oil fields
:B
5
There isn't any mystery in the pool- Ksthcr. It contains ninety words "f Texas, plans for an electric railhave been announced by try business. The essentials of it can jrj
composed of 42i letters. The short- way
verse of the Kastlaml junior chamber of com- be sinmued up in a few phrncs:j
est verse is the twenty-fiftI
Breed 'em, keep 'm clean and don't
first chapter of Chronicles consist- merce.
Fort Worth, Hreckenridge, Gra- crowd 'em.
ing of twelve letters and three words.
Of course, you can write books'
The middle, verse is the eighth verse ham, and Cisco will be included on
of the one hundred and eighteenth the main line of the road, but exten- about breeds nnd feeds, sanitation
Psalm, The nineteenth chapter of sions are proposed to Wieh.ta Falls, and shelter. But it's nil just common H
chapsense.
Abilene, St. Phensville and
II Kings and the
Farm chickens which have plenty of
ter of Isaiah read alike. The book of
range are practically no trouble after
Job is the oldest book in the Bible
The trouble with young America is they get three weeks old. They balverse of the sevand the twenty-firs- t
enth chapter of Esra contains all the that he wants to step on the gas and ance their own rations and look after
letters of the alphabet with the ex- sidestep most everything else. Bos- themselves in the summer time.
Farm Life.
ton Shoe and Leather Reporter.
ception of "J."
The thirty-fift-

Do You Want Facts or
About

Gossip

Building

Costs?

in-su- ro

by-law-

6.

Forrest Mutual Hail Ins. Co.

j

There are a number of people in our town who would be building homes if they knew the fads about the present cost of building.
Lumber prices are at a low level

other building material is

lower

labor is plentiful and more efficient. Building can now be
done at reasonable cost.
Won't you call juid allow us to give you Hie FACTS AliOFT
BFILIMXO
Bet's get down to
It's time to stop miessiiii
brass lacks.

(

'oioe in and tell us what you have in mind.

We have

many splendid plans to s!nv yon. and our practical experience
is

voirs lo omiiiaud.

t

3

.

""'

.

""'

$

'3

thirty-sevent-

THE

jJMBER

I.ONG-REL- L

h

h

"It Costs

No More To Built

Telephone No. 15

fO.

It Right."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

x
DON'T TREAT BROODY

SPRING HAS

New Mexico, by virtue of an execu- Court were $12.!)!; that the amount
ROUGH tion issued out of the District Court of the said judgment with interest U
of Curry County, New Mexico, on the date of sale is $1,1 382.30.
Don't treat broody hens rough but
18th day of April, 1921, upon judgeNotice is further given that tho
remember they are sick with fever
ment rendered therein, in favor of undersigned, as sheriff, as aforesaid
which must be cured before they will plaintiff
and against defendant in an by virtue of said execution, on th
lay again, says the poultryman of
action in said court wherein Y.O. Hi!)
7th day of May, 1921, at the hour of
the Agricultural College. A broody was plaintiff and J.Frank Need was de- two o'clock in the afternoon, at th
may
days
stay
on the nest several
hen
fendent, did on the 20th day of April, south door of the Court House, in thei
timing the daytime only, before she
1921, levy upon the following de
City of Clovis, in Bnid county nn.il
ttnys on at night. She should be scribed
judg- - state, will expose and offer said real
real estate, of which
placed in a broody coop as soon as
ment debtor, J. Frank N'e.'l h the estate for sale at public sain to th
she scolds and pecks or clucks while
owner, situate in Curry County, New highest bidder for cash in hand, U
feeding. The longer she 1ms her way
Mexico,
lots 2 and 3 in block satisfy said Judgment nnd interest
the more difficult it becomes to con- - 2 in
the Carlin Subdivision to the and costs and expense of sale.
vince her of her error.
Town of Clovis,. sometimes otherwise
This the 20th day of April, 1021.
You may throw her off the nest described as the Carlin addition to the
S. D. DEAN,
'
night after night only to waste your Town of Clovis,
4tc
Sheriff.
Nor is it
time and her patience.
Notice is further given that said
wise to Bhut her up on it diet of air action was numbered 1473 on the
MEN
and wattr. Take her away from the Civil Docket of saifl Court; and that
flock and feed her well.
said action was for the recovery of
The Curry County Chapter of 'tis
A good style of broody coop may money haxl and recived from
said American Red Cross wants to see yes
b made of board top for shelter with plaintiff to said defendant, and that if you are in need of hospital car,
slatted sides and bottom, raised about the judgment therein rendered was vocational training or compensation
two feet above the ground to allow on such account; that the principal
the government. Office hours.
free circulation of air. Where the amount or sain judgment was Monday and Friday of each Week at
number of broody hens is large, mov- $1,286.20, and that the costs of the the Clovis News Office.
are convenient. One- able
half should be boarded for shelter
and the balance made of wire. They
can be moved from one grass plot to
A small shady ynrd with
another.
no coop or littel is also a convenient
place to break up the broody hens.
Th.; main thing is to keep the hen
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
cool and feed her so that she will be
15 Years Experience
forced to begin laying again. Give
LMest. Most
her access to n drv mash richer in
;
pro'tiu than the usual laying ihtion.
.All Work (iiiaratitonl
X
of 10
A good one may be made
DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY
pounds of hian, 5 pound of shorts, f
pounds corn nival or fine ground
.
chop, 5 pounds cotton seed meal and
10 pounds of dried meal scrap or the
the best quality tankage. If also fed
a small handful of grain twice a day,
and plenty of water or milk to drink,
the hen will soon forget her troubles
and go to work. If treated right the
broody hen should begin laying in
one or two weeks.
HENS

SPRUNG A LEAK

1

j

IN THE PRICE

OF

j

Goodrich Tires

t:

i

'"Best in the Long Tun"

The first of the Standard Companies to give a

SURE NUFF REDUCTION
IN TIRE PRICES

0

OFF

m

'

J. R. DENHOF

Revised Prices
VW'

FORD SIZE

30x3 Safety Tread $12.50
30x35 Safety Tread $16.65
All Other

Prices Reduced in Proportion

Don't fail to take advantage of these
Slashed Prices,

Clovis Filling Station
North Main Street

Phone 373

rp-to-Dji- li'

Kiiiiiuout

New Mexico Construction Company

PAVING CONTRACTORS I

Hens, desp;te the .prevailing low
price for eggs, are still the best, or
most profitable item on the farm
program, according to the undisputed
testimony of farm economists. This
is a great compliment, and should
make the barnyard fowl a ruling

NOTICE OF SALE OF REAL
ESTATE UNDER EXECUTION
Notice is herebv given that the un
dersigneel, as sheriff of Curry County,

WARRENITE - BITULITIliC

I:

General Offices Albuqurque
Branch Offices: Clovis and Las Vegas

4HM,t44,ttt(tt

t
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CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF

M

ft

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK

i

OF CLOVIS,

M

m

NEW MEXICO

Made to the Comptroller of the Currency at the Close of Business
Thursday, April 2Mh.

A

M

tt
tt

RESOURCES

LIABILITIES

,

Leans
Stocks
Stock
30'

and Discounts
$366,620.45 Capital
54,714.29
and Bond."
Surplus
in Fed. Res. Bank
Sub
2,400.00 Circulation
"'
4,6"0.00
Accdunt
Banking House
21,000.00 Undivided Profits
7,478.03
Furniture & Fixtures
War Savins Stamp?
168.00
Ctb and Sight Exchange. 95,392.39 Depoiiti
Ovtr 24
the law requires but 10'',

$

30,000.00

t

v

TOTAL

23,000.00
2,659.45
50,649. C3

,

394,114.09

$352,4233.18

TOTAL

$332.423,3.181
The above statement

50,000.00

m

it true and correct,

I
M

'WW

Cashier.

W. C. ZERWER,

4

It

Bring Us Your Eyes

Kl

It

.I
.4

!'

ORDINANCE NO. 144

companies, stock companies, musical
cemedies, tabloid stock companies,
ii- r.oire companies and other so
iled companies of this ila
a:;l r.a- -

AN ORDINANCE IT'.' tVJDINi i
'FOR THE I.I' ENING UF CERVpATIi'NS.
TAIN
ASSESSING AN ncci'l'ATI'iN
N
TAX
5 A ME. AND I'R.AIDIN'; PENALTIES
vi' '.'.'! i1 '... a:; i..

f

for ns
repealing all

SECTION

.:

parad.- or

bul'y-h-

IF

CLASSIFIED

j

o

:

of the

A D S - 'I

rr."c' oi with a.'y of the
:or:.-;r.
an additional
,
paid.
of 1A"I p, r day .ha'.-KATE
SECTION THREE.
If Per Word Per
A: y pr: !:. firm or corporation
atir.g or a:t .pt:rg to opera'..
ry
or cm
ssion mentioned
If the flour is Sunlight, the bread
e without having f:rt will be rich!
his . i
!
a
er.s from the City
FOR SALE- typewriter at a
,.k h:- ;ay g the !;ci'r: fee
I; luire a
Of.'i:e tf
:
rovid.-he
l..' d u:. itv
in

L'.v.--

es in

c

ONE

--

I,'

you are bothered with headaches

at the end

day's work

IF the page blurs before your eyes

when you

are reading

Iuf

( "NT I.I' T HEREWITH.
Be

a str.,

Wh-- n

i.- -.

i

IF your eyes bother

you in any

way-B- ring

i

Th

tin,

s

i

' a

,.l
a
Lot:- .

of
f
l.o.-.-

p

th-

ar.ee

r.

(.!.

-

JLWE STALLS

,.,.,. i'.a'lis.

.:r:i r.ot
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SECTION FOUR,
T"at 'l ordinances and parts of
t aih
Ferris Wheel
cr other to ca!d riding device, the ori.ances in confiict herewith are
mm of J5.00 per day in advance, ar.d hereby repealed and this ordinance
no tame or other device shall be ha" ta'ie effect and be in full
in connection w ith any show 'rom and
Psat'e and pub-iviolation of the City ordinance or Nation as required by law.
and approved this 2nd day
of the state law, and any such viola- t on shall forfeit any license issued.!0' J,a-V- ' Aoe
McClelland, Mayor,
with the amount paid fur
City Clerk.
fuch license; and for any Kme of Attest: E. E.
Published in the Clovis News, Clo- fkili that is permitted under the law
the sum of $200.00 per day in ad- vis, New Mexico, May 5th, 1921.
vance, and where a street parade or
bal!y-his given in connection with
ENFORCED DRY SPELL
any of said shows the further sum
of $1.00 per day in advance shall
"It's all 'ot about women not
be paid.
able to keep a secret."
SECTION TWO.
"Do you speak from experience?"
Each person, firm or ecu porntior
I do.
wife knows where the
K:Ve conducting r operating any, k,.y
t0 my hoo,.h th est is and shc-show, not in a regularly licensed then- won't tell me." New York Sun.
tre, opera house or hall, within the
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WHERE THE BEST EYE GLASSES ARE MADE
C. E. Worrell, Registered Optometrist

FOP. SALE OP. TRADE FOR CAR
Lot and
shack at 605

North

Merriw-.ther- .
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call phone 454 or see Mrs. H.
Corkern, 400 N. Connelly St.
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Ford Sedan, good as BARGAIN Ford Coupe, 1920 model, FOR SALE Offer any part one hun-- j
six tires, shock absorbers, bumper,
dred shares Jackjon Compressor!
See G. P. Miller, T23
steering wheel lock and extra tubes, Treasury Stock at twenty dollars per
North Mitchell.
FOR RENT Red rooms, modern. all for $600. Will take good note, jhare. This sacrifice is due to finan- Dr. Goodwin
cial difficulties caused through being.
steam heat, close in, gentleman
Mrs. W. H. Shumate, 420 rnD
ferred.
.u . cut off of Santa Fe Railway firemen's
Tk.,. :i..
W. Munr oe, hone 225.
.board at Las ecas. Wire or write
u"e "lra KUUU
rsey bull, conrnc three years n'.d. v- ",
"
I OR SALE
Five room hju
with
Terms if wanted. Z. A. fOP. SALE or trade for Clovis res-CntaPand
at 1012 North
idence property, 320 a,.r.t fine
Rencher. Kt OT'.xllO, east front Dav.
in Estancia Valley shullow water
Easy terms. Apply a, residenco 354tp
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4 room house with hli and
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Man- - come to your home and do washliirht. G. C. Kerneiv
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apples, cherries and all kinds of
Look yourself in the face occasi ion-- 1
".
dell's
Itp :ne.
ruvn auiaeuon or snow, olilain lrom nii.. unil
2 wind- berries ar.d grapes. 3
n.nr.-K.
emi
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4 miles
shallow
.nereior, ns charitblo to others.
lis,
New
water,
OR
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lots
SALE
of
boxed
;
IFOR SALE Eabv Buggy
and a
ehall pay for such license the sum of
house, shingled, west front lot oO- - to county seat, Estanc:a, N. .M.
cellar chest, both nice pieces of
$50.00 per day in advance. This to in- ...en are goo.i IOrgeuers ana wo- - furn:;.Jre aml in excellent condition. 140, garage and outbuildings, West Address John W. Johnson, Box 97,
elude all traveling troupes, traveling men are gid reminders,
C,oviTerms. Will trade Clovis X. M., or J. M. Johnson, Box
113 South Thornton.
for Liebelt lots. Apply Xews of 312, Estancia. X. M.
FOR TRADE Two cars, one Case fice..
No. 84.
STRAYED One black mare 4 years
and one Maxwell, both in first class
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
old, weighs about 1150 or 1200 lbs.
LOST Bunch of five keys, between
shape. Will trade either one for
round house and picture show. Key Two bay mares 4 and 7 years old, wt.
small truck. R. H. Crook.
ring also contained nail clip and a about 1100 lbs., one is a shade lighter
FOR SALE OR TRADE Store and good band ring. Name plate "D. E. than the other and is short and
OF CLOVIS
stock of goods, also Ford car and Willis, Amarillo, Texas,"
They got out March
on ring. chunky built.
at Clovis, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on April 28,
truck. 1210 South Lea, Roswell, Finder please return to Xews office 1 10th. Xotify Z. L. Young, 3 miles
X. M.
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new, cheap.

west and one mile south of Hollene,
on J. G. Griffith place.
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for Mayor of Jerusalem New York
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Causes
A Host of Ills
especially headaches
distu rim nees.

two-roo-

j

-

s00-00-

FARMERS STATE BANK

Loans and P:s?ounts
Bonds and Securities pledged as collateral for
Stat- - or other deposits or bills payable ( (postal excluded l
4,302.79
Secur.ti. s other than U. S. Bond trot includ- oi'r s'ocksi ov.ned unpledged
30.153
Furrit ire and Fixtures
Net amount due fu.ni National Banks
21,274.51
Six amount due from banks and bankers
Other checks on barks in same city or town as reporting bank
Outside checks and other rash items
570.42
111.2j
Fractional currency, nickels and cents.
Coin and currency
x

v

TOTAL...

150 22

Bunch of keys between Xorth
70 LOST
Main Street and Ranchvale school
house, Sunday. April 17. Reward if
ri turned to Xews.

4,013.42
kV.ii'5 .30

2l274.")l
'"3l4!72

OflO.'SI

0,24.25
$199,188.19

The Friendly

Laxative

Corrects constipation.
cause

in

removed.

FIGSEN

is sold in tins only.
Three Sizes

CITY DRUG CO. No. 2, Inc.
Clovis,

New Mexico
Always Xyal"

"Once a Trial

WE STORE YOUR CAR for $4.00
per month and let you in and outt
day or night. W. C. Tharp, phone!
347, 200 West Otero.
412t-4t-

You May Then Decide

WANTED TQ RENT Thn.,. .,nf,,r.
nished rooms in modern home that
is not for sale.
G. S. Guyer, nhone

issue.

Study our financial statement pulilislicil elsewhere in lliis
You may tlicnMeciilc that we who stanl behind this institution know it is as strong as a hank can lie made.

484.

WHITE WYANDOTTES, Hatching
eggs and baby chicks. Write for
30.000.00
catalogue.
Blanco Poultry Yards,
1,371.79
125,(142.13 Box 1600, El Pbso, Texas
6,774.27
IF YOU HAVE the money and need
131,810.40
11,000.00
a good gun, see me. If you have a
11,000.00
good gun and need some money, sec
23,000.00 me. Buy, sell or tra k- guns. Frid
Murphy.
TOTAL
$199,188.19
REMEMBER We come after your
cows, breed, and return them for
State of New Mexico, Count; i.f Curry, ss.
We, S. J. lioykin, Prei ':. it and A. W. Skarda, Cashier, of the above $2.50.
We hove a registered, blue
named bank, do eolcmnly 'ear that th" above statement is true to the best ribbon Jersey bull. W. C. Tharp, 200
of our knowledg. and belief.
West Otero, Phone 347.
S. J. BOYKIN, President .
W
A.
SKARDA, Cashier.
HOC OWNERS I am buying and
shipping hogs and wftl buy heavy
Correct Attest: J. W. WILKINSON, C. F. DOUGHTON, J. S. SKARDA,
hogs as well as lighter weights. See
Directors
me at Ramey and W lkinson's office
Subscribed and Horn to before me this 4th day of Mav, 1921.
or write T. W. Stricklin, Box 82,
JOE HEWETT, Notary' Public.
Clovis, X. M.
3Iy commission expires August 13, 1921.
-
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the resulting ills disappear when the
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Capital stock paid in
Undivided profits
Individual d. posits subject to check
Cashier's che,; outstanding
Total of demand deposits
Cett:f.iat.s of deporit
Total of time deposits
Bills paya'de, including obligations representing
lilor ey boi ro'eed
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We will never be exactly satisfied
has been justly

that

CIIAS. E. DENNIS

(l.W.SlXtiLETON
S. A.

(J

JONES

J. E. L1NDLEY
C.S.HAHT
CASH KAMEY
Directors of

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
"THE FARMERS FRIEND"
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increasing In Popularity
:.
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U

,

Sunlight Flour is increasing in popularity for the reason that
it is coming up to every expectation of the housewife. It has
been our aim to have every Curry County housewife to give this

f

flour a trial and we have felt sure that they would demand Sunlight not only because it is made at home but because it is the
best.

I
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Most Everyone Else Is Using Sunlight

Try It Yourself
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WM. S. HART IN "O'MALLEY

Rode on a lone hunt into the States
OF THE MOUNTED"
faced a felon's death and got his
man.
Then gripped his prisoner's
A shot, a shout and the rattle of hand, and stealing away in the night
hoofs! And a heart as big as the returned to his chief alone. Why?

west. The smashing tale of a red A story that races across the screen
coated horseman, man of the Royal like a thousand galloping troopers.
Northwest Mounted Police who rode Quickens your blood like a blast from
for tho law of Canada's wild frontier. the north. Leaves you thrilled at
'

PROMPT SETTLEMENT

factory settlement,

and I will take
in telling my friends
Clovis, N. M., April 28, 1921. that they can make no
mistake by
Mr. J. H. Coors,
taking insurance :n the Mutual Life of
Manager Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York.
I certninly thank your
New York,
company for its promptness in this
Albuquerque, N. M,
good settlement.
Today I am in receipt of settlement
Yours wry truly,
handed by Mr. J. P. Noble, Agent, to
Mrs. E. K. Hickman.
me for the death claim under policy
on my late husband, Edward E. Hick)

treat pleasure

man.
Tlu! total amount of this settlement
RANCHVALE RUMORS
is 11,705.27, amo'unj of policy being
$1,(100. On upon which there was a
!
loan of $2!5.00.
J. II. Miller and son, Amp,
I consider the above a most satis
a business trip to Kansas Inst
day, returning in one week.
Mr. E. E. Pierce is confined
bed on account of bronchial
monia, F. A. Dillion attending

B. F. WHITE
.

Court Houtet, School Buildings,
Hotels and Other Public Buildings.
Years of experience
public buildings.
Construction Work of

Ste

me at Avalon

in erecting

ll

to his
pneuphy-

sician.

BUILDING

CONTRACTOR

made
Tues-

On Saturday afternoon the lamp
to a brooder in Mrs. S. E. Davis' hen
house exploded causing the loss' of
the building, one hundred little chicks
and many six weeks old chicks.
Mrs. Vcasey and son, Ike, Mr. and
Mrs. Byers and daughter spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Frcelnan.
Mrs. Jetty Kelley made eacti teacher a present on last Saturday of a
pound of butter.
The teachers ap-

preciate this present.
Children, don't forget your mother.
Remember May 14th is Mother's Pay,
and May loth is Father's Day. "Honor thy father and thy mother that
thy days may be long on the earth."

kinds.

Hotel.

Proclamation!
Clean Up and Paint Up
HEAR THIS, YE PEOPLE

THINK, ACT!

Ambition in its highest conception is to dream
big dreams and make them come true. The splendid
ambition to have a city clean and beautiful is soon
to become a reality by the cooperation of all the
people.

Therefore, by virtue of authority vested in me
as Mayor, and with the hearty approval of manv
g
and zealous citizens, we hereby proclaim
far-seein-

t lie week of

as the Opening Week of a Continuous
CLEAN UP AND PAINT UP CAMPAIGN

s

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.
' IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT
Clovis, New Mexico
!

!

Mr.

-

i
COW DEAD LUT EXONERATED.

Denver, Colo. A row cannot be
guilty of contributory negligence.
Such is the opinion of the Colonolo
Supreme court in a decision handed
j
down recently.
John Sample struck Fred Adams'
j
oow' with an automobile.
Sample
refused to pay. The supreme court
held that Sanipl niu.it pay for these
j
leasons: Cow lias same ritrlit to hieh- -

-

NOTICE TO ALL LEGION
BERS

AND

MEM- -

"

"

NOTICE

MEN

We are aware of the fact that
school is Boon ready to close, so it is
very inipoitant that your child have
1
higher anihitionu and more educational recreation, than just play and folly,
which is of no benefit to the child,
whatever. Of course, a little play is
Do i t nrs this' import. int al:-o- .
be ampte'l.
But all play and no
j will
meeting as there will i many things' training at all is very much of a det
of interest discussed (l
we need riment to a child's education.
If the
Cow does
Hl,your help to make tl.
"u,u:
me of the child is unusually inclined, why not
lensoiiing power, mis Know.ini. .t f.,)fts j
give him or her an opportunity to
cou:u
leiige would make driver be careful.
...
,
You may
develop his or her talent.
l
ost
T. Na cup,
Adjutant
'
low cannnt.be guilty of contributory
be surprised to know how much taleht
negligence to its own death
your child has really been blessed
LOGICAL RESULT
with.
When a political crook feels his
I am here to serve you.
A flivver in Newton, Kansas broke
honor besmirched he is strong for n
R. J. HARMS,
atsweeping investigation provided the the arms of four persons who
Instrumental teacher of music,
investigators are deaf, dumb, blind tempted to crank i in less than a
rhone 232
week. That's what comes of crossing ltc
and dead.

ni.'ciing will be held at the Elks
Home Munday, May lull, at 8 p. m..
by the Diaii v.'ns
of the Aim-ri-can Legion.
Ai! ii.coihers as well as
men are requested to be
present. Applicants f..r .Membership
A

f.t

"

f"""

t,

a bicycle with a mule.
Try a Clovis News Classified Ad. aire.

The Legion- Try a C'ovis Nown Classified Ad.
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We have

just closed a contract for the Victor line,

and are now handling

to his

Victrolas and

GARDEN ON EVERY FARM
AIM OF NEW MEXICO WOMEN
Women in Union
County, New
Mexico, are working to have on every
farm a garden large enough to sup

ply the family with vegetables the
entire year, with a sufficient surplus
for each housewife to can or dry
enough vegetables for winter use.
The Lliited States Department of
Agriculture reports that the following is a part of what was accomplish m
ed last yenr in this county under the
supervision of the home demonstra-tion agent: A great many vegetables
new to the community were tried out.j
such ns Swiss Chard, Chinese cabbage,
g
asparagus and celery and fruits likejtg)
1 everbearing
strawbvries, rhubarb,
garden lemons and other varieties not
previously raised. These were grown
successfully. Grapes, peaches, plums,
apples and apricots have been planted
by many people who had not thought
these fruits would grow in their
county. This is a
section
where practically no attention has
been given to the home garden.
Everything tried nnd given the'
proper nttent'on, brought good
suits. Some failures were reported,
due to lack of moisture and lack of
care. Reports also show that, be- - (g)
sides all that, was used fresh on the g
table, from 2.ri,000 to 50,000 qunrts
of vegetables and fruits were canned W
in the county last year.
1

dry-lan- d

Away with tlu rubbish piles! Banish the plague-spotsClean up streets and alleys! Cut the weeds,
mow the lawns and trim the hedges! Repair and
paint everv. building that needs it.
Wo need this thorough cleaning nnd renovation.
It is the sensible thing to do for the health, safety,
thrift, pride and happiness of all our people.
It is everybody's job. Every mail, woman and
child will be expected to help. Let there be no
slackers.
McCLELLAXD,

We Want Your Grain

()

MAY 10th TO MAY 17th

C.

If you are away from home, don't
forget to write them a letter tellii.g
them you have not forgotten them.
No truer words Were ever spoken then
the poit wrote when he said, "A
friend in need, is a friend indeed.
And a boy's best frend is his mother,
fiirls, this is true of you also.
Don't forget the play the Hi class
s going to put on.
Fd Robinson, Kinnk Durham and
J. E. Davis were helping F. M. Lyons
pull his pump rods Inst Friday.
Mjill Durham started for a visit
at his old home in Oklahoma last
Friday.
Grand nil nnd Grandma Whitaker
expects to take a trip in their Ford
to
this we!:.
Willis Reagan end family are at
the Kelley home. Mr. Reagan is going to farm w;in Mr. Kell.y this
year, on account of Mr. Kelley's poor
health. ' This summer he found that
he had more of a job than he could
handle.
We are still looking for that rain.
We think we sure need it now, if ever
will, as many wheat fields are burning now. Some report their wheat
pnst all hope, some report a half crop
if it rains in a few days and some report
crop. A rain would
not hurt any and we could go to
planting.
Agnes and Hazel Durham and
Gladys Matthews were calling on
Gladys Groves last wek.
Stil' the wind blows.
We understand the directors have
electod a new bunch of teachers for
next year. They believe in commencing in time and get the pick while the
pickirc is good.
E. W. Went hers and family in a
few days will move to Clovi? to live.
'Mr. L. C. Smith who has been at
Dawson, New Mexico, for the pnst
three months, working, returned home
week.
Mr. M'ze has moved back
old home in this section.

pier, healthier .city.

JOE

iiiiMniJk

th's

Conic on, let's put tilings in order. Our whole
city can, and should, he made as clean and orderly
as its cleanest home. Then we will have a safer, hap-

(Signed)

iiii

the courage and love that can live
in a Western heart.
You'll see how
the Roynl Mounted works! You'll see
a real western rodeo in Wm. S. Hart's
latest screen production, "O'Malley
of the Mounted." Also showing a two
reel comedy and a Mutt and Jeff cartoon at the Lyccnm Theatre, Saturday night, May 7th. Try to get in.

Vict or iiecoras
In connection with the Brunswick line. '
In these machines and records, we have best combination in America.
Come in and let us give you a demonstration.

re-I-

It

is

possible, of course, that the

fellow who imagines he never dors
n foolish thing, hasn't the sens to
know the difference.
Any mr.n can acquire the habit of
has anything to save.
javmg e

TP

uwk Llectac Lo.
OF CLOVIS
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WAS SURPRISED
'

AT THE RESULTS

TAILORED AT FASHIOTi FAKK
.

IS THE MOST GRATEFUL MAN
ON EARTH SINCE TANLAC DID
SO MUCH FOR HIS WIFE.

j

Another

wonderful endorsement
will be read with in
terest by he people of Arkansas was
given by C. 0. Farabee, of 822 Elm
St., Little Rock, Ark.
Mr. Farabee, who is now
retired
from active business life, was formerly a merchant and stock dealer, and
also holds extensile
banking and
farming interests. His standing and
influence are too well known to require further comment.
"It is certainly surprising," said
Mr. Farabee, "that Tanluc could help
my wife as much as it has, after suffering for so long a time without being able to get relief. Why, she had
been in ill health for fifteen years.
About three months ago she had to
undergo an operation for appendicitis, and being already in a weak condition I had fear of her not being able
to survive. She had no appetite,
couldn't digest her food properly and
suffered terribly from palpitation
nnd shortness of breath. She had no
strength nor energy and we could
find nothing to build her up.
"One of her friends brought her
a bottle of Tunlac about three weeks
after she (tot out of the hospital, and
it is certainly wonderful how she responded to this
She kept
tali;ng the medicine and now has a
splendid appetite, is lookup after her
lime c'.voi'l; and (lev chickens .Hid cow
In side.
She sleeps like a healthy
child, and has more strength and
than she had in many years.
I'll ddl you I'm the most frateful
man on earth since Tanlac has done
o much for my wife."
(Adv.)

for Tnnlnc that

Chiton?

Wphate

I f if M h ?

Baiting
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here are ;l boys nnd
'! men in tin corn club and they are
IN THE MIDDLE OF A BAD FIX.
moye-sunsi:;NFWS
gi'ii.v tj lat "Minnesota I.!" corn,
It is cany to .write niws when there
The ot'f'ccrs an : IM.ii:;.. Hopper,
: : :
a :
: .; v
piesident; Paul Hopper, vice pres'- - is any news, but if you live in a town
dogs won't fight, and the
We wonder who it s that ".oi
In dent and Ronald Do
isi, secretary. where the
Clovis every JLinday n:i:lit and so.nc
Miss Mn.'Miivt II d
;ent Thursday cats agree and the roosters don't
times in between turns in a new 1:'C t'uht with the LuukIi.ss family of Hill ciow, ami the women refuse to tali
about each other, and the old cranks
model Kuril and stops at a little
McIVmicl.
have lost their hammers and can't
house.
Could you guess?
i no pupils ot the higher room
Hiss Avis Montgomery and Mr. that did their part in working for knock, what are you going to do, Mr.
Editor, eh? Your subscribers expect
Travis Montgomery called on Miss their "merits" received
their "cer-- t you to write something breezy, any-- 1
Stella White of Clovis Sunday mornfieates of honor" Friday afternoon. how,
and you are certainly in the raid- ing.
They are,' Jewel Roberts, Maggie
die of a bad fix. The shows havej
Miss Jewell Roberts of this
Hopper, Clara Roberts, Alma Cope-lancome nnd gone, the bailies are things
spent Sunday with Miss
Ava Montgomery, Delmas Hopof the lonesome past. The sun does!
Burns of "Enterprise."
per, Floyd Willoughby, Andrew
shine a part of the time, and the wind
The three Freshmen, Maggie Hopand I'aul Hopper.
still blows most of the time. Spring
per, Ava Montgomery and Delmas
Our pie supper was a great success. is due, yet winter lingers, so we are
Hopper, received their credits Fridry It was attended by a large crowd, the
in a rather doubtful
mood
as to
which they were very proud of.
amount raised was $20.70
which whether we should buv anv more coal
Mrs. Dodson and children of Claud helped to pay for the piano.
Every- nml
rln'.hnu nr trv fnl
community are visiting Mr. Lee Dod- one enjoyed the rending by Mr. Cope-lan- d
shiver through a few more days and
son of Moye.
of I'ortales, "Jim and I," and then hunt up our ice cream freezers
Friday was the last day of school. the music by Messrs. Copcland. We
and
stuff. This is a
Most nil the patrons brought dinner also had a duet by Misses Ava Montwonderful, doubtful world anyhow,
and everyone had a fine time. After gomery and Maggie Hopper and two
even if we do hnve these calm, quiet
dinner Miss Mo.er of Rnnehvnle gave piano solos by M'ss Ella Quante,
days in Willaid. Willnrd (N. M.)
us several readings and also she and
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass called at the I..C0H
Miss Montgomery gave us some good Shear home near Moye Chapel one
i.
.i. ..
music.
.....v
msi elK.
Tu, Kllnnu,n hHVC no chnnce toi
Mrs. Durand finished the eluh orOur Sunday school is progressing oomp(ljn. Their business is holding
ganization Friday afternoon. All the niceiy. mere wa.i n large crowd at- up. Muskogee Phoenix.
corn club boys were present from Hill icmiui sumiay. Don't form, every
McPanicl. We also have a standard body is welcome.
Trouble is trouble only when we
poultry club but not quite n standard
Slim.
recognize it as such.
C.lllMli.-
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THE FASHION PARK COPYRIGHTED KAY BAG
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ACCOMPLISHES A SLENDER

TRE-JTMliN-

BACK EFFECT. HE WEARS THE DORKAY SUIT
Ct'STOM SF.RI'ICR WITHOUT

j

TUB JNNOYANCK

OF A

TRY-O-

i

Jim-mi-

RhJUY-TO-l'-

'Mandell Clothing and pry Goods Go.

e

At-we- ll
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BOY HOOKS RIDE ON AIR.
PLANE BY CLINGING TO SPAR

h

light-weig-

SPECTACULAR BAND ORGANIZA.
TION AT CHAUTAUQUA

CRIER GLEANINCS

Oelwin, Iowa, April 30. John Grenadiert Crack
Provisional
Meeley, 1(1 years old, hooked a ride
(Received too late for last wiel.) on an airplane Friday.
Outside of
This year tile
On last Tuesday,
Mrs.
Redpath
Chester what the aviator said to him later, he
Horner
McGee entertained at her ndw home seemed to be well satisfied with his Chaut:ui(uas will supply a novelty in
good music
three miles east of Grier, for her trip.
the Grenadiers Singing
neighbors and friends at an
'he aviator, who was giving exhi-- Hand. The difficulty of formii.g
1
quilting. Some worked on n quilt,, I'ition flights, was just taking off with such an oi ganization is tlpparent. A
while others pieced crazy quilt blocks 'two women passengers when .Meeley hand that ran sing well as well as
and worked their names on them.
jiashed in and took form grip of a play is seldom heard. The Grenadiers
The plane cleared with1 have proven an instant success.
At noon n
diiin'-was ftabilizer.
If
served by Mrs. McGee nsnsted by Meeley clinging to an ureal apar.
they only sang they would he great
The plane was no stubborn that the or if they played and did not sing,
Mrs. D. V. Winn and Mrs. W. Bender,
A table was especially spread for airman made n forced landing and they would make tronicmlunuslv i?ood.
the children and served by .Mrs. A. caugnt jMeelry.
. program is so varied and spec- "I liked the ride," said Meeley tacular, combining as it does great in.
Harris.
,'
The guests were Mesdames Frank afterward, "but that guy was sure strumeiitiil nnd vocal music, the
Mickey, D. V. Winn, E. Hurley, J. W. rough."
so unique that the Grenadiers
have the audience wild with delight
Weathers, Adella Fulkerson, Frank
Owing to the shortage of coal and before their program is started.
Growden, J. N. Tefertiller, A. Harris,
Jim McComack, Emma Snowden, W. the manner in which the government
The Allies have extended an inviBender, A. Hankhousc, Fred Rush, regulates the distribution oftfuel in
Frank Hurley, Tom Newman, Mrs. Berlin, the hot lath has become such tation to the United States to particiFred Dickerson, from Kansas, Mrs. a luxury that many persons have pate in their next conference when
pence affairs will be discussed. EngMcGee's brother and Mr. Chester Mc-- ! ceased bathing.
Go were also present.
land and France are anxious for the
The children present were Adella
Sum Classified Ads bring results. t'nif.'d States to indicate just what
he approves or disapproves.
Bender, Mary Bender,' Murine Dcnd- - ,Try them and be convinced,
or, Russell and John Lee Tefcvt iiler,
Willie Harr's, Beulah Newman nnd
Norman Newman.
'"BAMitf ymmtmm
At six o'clock the guests departed
wishing Mrs. McGee would have another quilting soon, nnd all resolving
that they would visit more. Mrs.
McGee said she didn't care for the
quilting but wanted people to get to
see each other.
1
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MEN!

Full Line of Repairs for all
E-Farm Implements
B

All our Farm

Implements

sold on Easy Terms

J. H. TRIMBLE & CO.
Old Planing Mill Building near City Power Plant

J(g)()(S)()(5)(g)
in

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross wants to see you
if you are in need of hospital care,

vocational training or compensation
from the government. Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis News Office.
PIANO TUNING
A piano is only as good as the care
care It receives. More pianos are
ruined through neglect than through
1.
use. To secure the best and most cf-- j
ficient service, phone 478, or write
G. C. Faulkner, Clovis, N. M. With
the Baldwin Piano Company, Denver,1

Colorado.

4--

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
,

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you conic to us for your estimates.

1

Here is another strong argument
for better country roads. A truck
loaded with beer was mired in the
mud and captured,

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

Clovis, New Mexico
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GRADY NEWS

In Shabbytown

I'

3

3E

EE

Tft Shabbytown they do not care if things

1
3 they've

They have no pep,
look seedy everywhere.
lot t their grip, they simply sit around
8D(f yip, in envy's tones, of GloasyviUe, the
shining village on the bill. Oh, Shabbytown is punk
and gray, and it shows symptoms of decay, and strangers poising through remark, "It surely dates back to
the Ark." vClean Up and Paint Up" makes men frown
along the Street of Shabbytown. A can of paint
snakes no appeal to this bum village, down at beel;
the people think there is no sense in going to so much
eipcoie; so thins in stays going down, and tUn wort in
Shabbytown.
t slwsyt give ray soul a thrill when I arrive
b Gkmyvill.. The town kokt lika a' bloomtat bride; the poo-p-it
bit a tarty pride ioinakiiifUiinploc& clean and bright,
and is UXr Ubon Uk delight They're Uriah with the helpful paint, etlecting cotoc chut or quaint, and deoorttinf ever
shsek; Urn warding off decay' attack, and matins (11 the
tnp look like building! read of io a book. And itnngerl, when
they set the town, aay, "Hen we'll eona and aettla down, and
raiaa ot nineteen lib tDiece. Dd live tod die u dick mm."
Thie happy burg goes right ahead, wbil Shabbytown is prone
and dead.
WAUMASON

bte&ffiom

Preparations have been made for a
Commencement sermon on May 8th,
at 9:00 A. M. The services will be
conducted by Dr. Carver of Clovis.
There will also be a Mother's Day
program given by the school children,
We
everyone is invited to attend.
know it will be worth your while.
Mr. James M. Bickley was a wel
come visitor at out school last Thurs
day. He straightened out some of
the minor difficulties regarding the
"credits," besides his regular work.
A Christian Meeting began last Friday evening and will continue about
ten days. The services are conducted
every evening at 8 :00 o'clock by Rev.
Garrett, a former member of the faculty of Texas Christian University. It
will be to your advantage to attend.
Mrs. Edna Hume Durand, County
Club Leader, visited our school last
Wednesday.
Mrs. G. T. Hale gave a surprise
birthday party for Lurline Garrett
A large number
Frldny afternoon.
of her school mates and friends enjoyed the lively games and delicious
All report ah afterrefreshments.
noon enjoyed.
Misses Snruh and Annie Gamble
with relatives in
spent the week-en-
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SANITARY CORAL

JklS
v.Yiifci:i-in-
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Clovis.

Long-Be- ll

Lumber Company

CHAUTAUQUA whether of nwre than ordinary char
acter or not. The original idea which
For years Charles F: Horner has Mr. Horner has carried out so effi
combining atmosphere
lecialized and featured some par-- , ciently, that of
lighting
and costumes with
in
color,
year
year.
This
company
each
:ular
is a new departure
irticular attention has been devoted harmonic effects,
a Philharmonic Orchestra of yuunj in Chautauqua.

RCHESTRA

AT

tomen. The program will De as
ual as it will be beautiful. In addi- n to Riving a program of musical
un-

-

.... ...

ii
in;, the light and staging as wen.
the grouping Of these charming woion will afford a continuous series of
I'lightful pictures and effects which
ren-- .
ill heighten every selection
-.

red.

The Ladies' Missionary Societies
met lust Saturday afternoon. They
decided that next week will be clean
up week. Refreshments wore served
after the program. The program was
specially interesting.
The final examinations of this
school term will be given this week
and next.
We are looking forward with pltas- Yf ....
....... ,
HU ufknn tha TrnripA
Committee of Clovis will be here with
the band and everything. We invite
all to be here about 3 :00 o'clock. See
purposes elsewhere in this issue.

Come in and see

The- music lover quite often is
Today never exists for the person
erfed with conventional programs, who is going to reform tomorrow.

I

Twenty-Fiv-

Year Guarantee.

e

"Your Money Back If You Want It"
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO

PHONE 221

News Classified Ads bring results.

One reason why sin continues to
be attractive in spite of everything is

SNAP SHOTS
(Dallas News)

sometimes a man gets so
reckless with his money he pays the
' More people would reach the goal
milkman before he settles up at the
of success if those crowding behind
gueoline s.nt'on.
would keep pushing.
4
Another thing we could never un
derstand is how a bird can warble
like it does after filling up with

drummer boy
The
now has
retreat
a
beat
who couldn't
a grandson who doesn't even beat his
wife.
Another good thing about a dia
mond eneaitemcnt ring is that it
might sell for enough to pay for a
divorce.

failed.
Yoyr present wheat market is very low with practically no
prospects for better prices and we do not believe they will be as
flood as they now are. In fact, we would not be surprised to sec
sixty cent wheat, July and August market.
We are not predicting what the price of broom corn will be
this year, but at any price, ranging from p0 to $100 per ton,
according to how you take care of your corn, it will beat any other
crop that you can raise in Eastern New Mexico or Texas Plains,
under normal price conditions for other commodities.
There has never been n year for the last twelve that wo have
not been able to pay, and have paid, t he above mentioned prices
for the different grades of corn, sometime during the year and a
number of years, the price has been much higher, ranging up as
per ton, and as broom corn is the surest crop, under
high as
rnli conditions, get your seedNOW from the Gurley Broom Corn
.
ltl
Company, at Clovis, New Mexico.
.

A, L. GURLEY BROOM CORN COMPANY

Our idea of a great artist is one
who can paint a sunset so
will know it isn't a sunrise.

that

you

CLOVIS, N. M.

'
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SKIN DISBA8B RKMED1BS
na oop;, i
(Hunl'e Bl
thiUMlmtnt of llch, Bcitma,

ON r7'A Rlnfwofm.T.M.rorolh.rltel.
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Conservation
In Clothes.......
Conservation in clothing is just as essential as
conservation along any other line.
Let us help you to make your clothes last longer
and look better, by laundering them for you. Every
garment receives the same careful handling and attention, and economy and service are our highest
aims.

It has lust about gotten so in this
country that a young wife thinks she
is entitled to a kindergarten nursery
work day
for her baby and a
for herself.

Just call

48

and we will do the rest.

six-re-

Of course it is none of our business
but if we were in Father Time's place
we would thro waway the hour glass
and get a wrist watch.

I

The Clovis Steam Laundry
PHONE 43

BELLVIEW SCHOOL NOTES

4
The pie 'supper Saturday night was
a real success, although a small
of money was taken In. The
musical program given by the musical
students was ery good. The amount
of money taken In was about $80.00
The first meeting of the club boys
and girls Saturday was enjoyed by
all who came. There was quite a
large attendance. Almost all of the
members have begun their work and
are keeping their records up to date.
School work seems to be In a good
way of being completed by the time
school closes.

A

i

And

As a general thing, when a mun is
young he is interested in matters of
the heart, but after he gets older he
thinks more of his liver.

In view of the fact that
Milo Maize, Kafir Corn and Indian Corn, for what it cost you
to raise it, and the majority of you have your last year's crop on
hand, why would it not be advisable to plant all the Broom Corn
this year that you can take care of conveniently. This crop has
always found a ready market for ensh, when all other crops have

HlfTojUlff

because it doesn't wear a long face.
Providence (R. I.) Journal.

worms.

you have been unable to sell your

Your Stove Worries will be over

Hardware Company

bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
oy mail on receipt of $1.25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hs',1
2926 Olive st. St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

Just to Call Your Attention to a Few Facts

And Beautiful as Well.

Roberts-Dearborn- e

TEXAS WONDER

Attention Farmers,

0

With a

for kidney and bladder troubles, gravPossibly it's a little trying on some el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
people to earn enormous incomes and and irregularities of the kidneys and
then have the government step in and
annex a majority of it in the shape of
excess profits tax. And. still, we
wouldn't object to undergoing the ordeal a time or two, just for the sake
of experience.

THE BEST STOVE IN THE WORLD

Whv not borrow your neighbor's
spectacles and have a look at your
own faults.

NOTICE !
Ed McDaniel, who operates Ed's Restaurant at
taken charge of the Autlers Hotel dining room and will serve three good meals a day,
family style, at reasonable rates, (live him a trial.
Serve Fish Every Friday.
Chicken. Every Sunday.
Melrose has

Ed McDaniel

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
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CHURCHES
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L BE
from
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NAZARENE REVIVAL
TO BE HELD IN JULY

page 1.)

and inaistent that tin-- . Chamber do
The Nazarune church has announc
something. It lias been the practice
a tent revival by Rev. C. W. Davis
in 80mi' organizations, alter the mem-- !
for.May but the News is requested to
beis have been enlisted, to promptly
. .
. fnnounce that it has been postponed
M.
i
iurgi-- i mum. Auer mis campaign noti U1)li jui,, j
th.
"
I
Ml
Ill
J
a.. nay
me canII win
win eiapse ucioie il.
go out for the members to elect diCHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
rectors. As soon r.s the election is
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
over the members will aynin be called
Preaching 11 a. m. and 8 p, in.
upon to serve upon and advise comC. W. D. meeting 7 p. m.
mittees who will be appointed from
Prayer meting, Thursday 7 p. m.
among, those most interested in a
Next Sumfcty is Mother's Day. All
upecific task, to carry it out. Finances
will be furnished to carry out the pro- mothers and babies have a special injects, the work systematized and vitation to come for the 11 o'clock
every possible aid given. It will be service. The sermon will be for
the duty of the directors to see that mothers. A hearty invitation to
committees keep steadily on their everyone to all these services.
S. E. Thompson, Pastor.
jobs.
The only way to insure the permanency of a voluntary organization of
METHODIST CHURCH
men and women is to keep the mem'
y 9, 1921.
Sunday,
bers busy and interested.
When a
Mother's Day program observed at
man or woman has served on a committee or accomplished some specific 1 1 a. in.
Snnday school at the usual hour,
task for bis community, he is proud
Classes for all ages.
of it. He becomes nn interested and 9
Preaching by the pastor 11 a. in.
loyal member, ready to respond to
and 7 :.'K) p. in.
any call that comes to him.
Epworth League, 6:30 p. m.
The members and the public will
Subject 11:00 a. m., "A Mother's
be kept informed as to what other
Much Owest Thou?"
nu mbers and the organization is do- Wages-r-HoSubject, evening, Evangelistic.
ing.
Let everyone who has a car bring
The ways and means that have been
discovered to mane effective the vo- some mother to church Sunday mornluntary services of a voluntary group ing. Get busy now and invite some
are the results of scientific analysis mother. Make arrangements to go
for some mother and bring her to the
which has built a plan that works.
morning service. God will bless you
for your kindness and she will enjoy
MRS. J. L. BURNETT
CALED TO HER REWARD it. Come to the friendly church.
R. B. Freeman, Pastor.
Mi's. J. L. Burnett died at her home
CHURCH SOCIAL
on East Grand Ave. last Saturday and
was buried Sunday from Sacred Heart
All members of the Presbyterian
Catholic Church, Rev. Fabian Hoerner
church
and Sunday school are invited
officiating.
Mrs. Burnett suffered
several years from tuberculosis. She to bring their families and baskets
came with her husband to Clovis and have a supper and social time at
church on the evening of Thurs- bout two years ago, since which time
May 12th. Come early.
The
she has been bedfast, but she bore
" :0
(5:00
begins
feast
between
and
her suffering with patience and great
o'clock and you'll have a chance to
Christian fortitude.
The deceased leaves a husband, visit and get acquainted with your
mother and many relatives and fellow members and boost the church
friends to whom the news expresses and Sunday school work.
condolence.
M. E. MISSIONARY SOCIETY
1 1.

l

.

More than fiO.000 people have
turned to the ruins of Rheinn.

the home of Mrs. G. M. Hockenhull,
Thursday, April 28th, for an
social meeting with the ladies of the
church as guests.
At an early hour ladies burdened
with every good thing to eat began
to arrive and before the noon hour
a dinner fit for the gods was spread.
At 12 o'clock dinner was announced by Mrs. Sam Bratton.
All were
told to form in line and rmw in in the
dining room.' The line was led byl
the Rev. R. B. Freeman and, when all
were assembled, offered prayer.
1(g)
Each one was given a plate andssv
told to wait on
herself cafateria
style. After an extensive course of
salads, chicken, dressing, gravy, hot
rolls and coffee, a delicious course
of ice cream, cake and sherbet wal
served to about sixty.
At 2 o'clock the house was called
to order and a devotional meeting )
was conducted by the president, Mrs. JJ
McClellan.
The program committee,
Mrs. S. S. Walker and Mrs. A. W.I
Freeman, gave a splendid program!
consisting of sketches of the San And (S
tonio mission, the Houston schooli
readings and piano solos, all of which
were enjoyed,
At a late hour the house adjourned
to meet May 5th at the church, and
each declaring to have had a most
enjoyable time.
y
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THIS TIME LAST YEAR WE ALL AGREED THAT $1.00
HAD VERY LITTLE PURCHASING POWER. SEE BELOW
WHAT YOUR $ WILL DO AT AUSTIN'S SATURDAY.
$10.00 Orders Delivered Free, Less Amounts for 25c.

Price one
Year Ago

Price
Today

.

$3.0030 pounds Irish Spuds
$3.0012 pounds cane sugar.

()

$1.00
$1.00

worth to customer
No. iy cans Los Angeles Tomatoes
cans Imperial Club Corn for.i
cans No. 2 Extra sifted Peas for
1.00

f

$1.757
$1.608
$1.505

4

TEXICO NEWS BRIEFS

The wind and sand let up long
enough to get a new start, at least it
seems that way.
Wheat is Buffering
8,1,1

i

some

18

i
i
aaeaay
Deyna

.

$1.1011
$1.2012
$1.2016
$1.2525

KOI

re'u'mP"

non.

nowever, at tins time,
are somewhat favorable for a
general rain. Farmers are waiting'
for a season suffic'ont to plant.
rt,

kit.

-

prices.
Rev. Phillips who is in charge of
tne missionary work among the Mexi

mMf preached

some excellent

scr-th-

...$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

bars Lava Soap for
bars Hoskins or Trilby Soap for
bars Crystal White soap for

$1.00

bars White Eagle Soap for

$1.00

$1.00
$1.00

$1.503 No. 2Y2 size Helmed Peaches for
$1.503 No. 214 Rosdale Pineapple for
$1.407 No. 3 Van Camps Hominy for

town now. Large quantities or grain
is still being held awaiting better

$2.65

c

molls to lui.Ke audiences at the Moth-daotjist church Sunday at 11 a. m., also

$1.75-j-5-

$1.50
$2.00

81b
1b

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

pail Swifts Jewel for
Dried Peaches for

$1.00
$1.00

Dried Apples for
101b Lima Beans for

51b

l..$1.00
$1.00

$3.00

Navy Beans for
151b Fancy Head Rice for

$2.50

51b No.

$1.80

121b

$1.803

$1.00
$1.00

Peaberry Coffee for

1

$1.00

qts. Arkansas Strawberries for

$1.00

Have a large number of Carnatons to give away for Mother's
Day. Come and get yours. Also all the resh vegetables the mar-

Dress Up For

ff

H

$

May 7th

to

1

$' $

$

ll

at the evening hour,
0ur churches will observe Mother's
Day next Sunday. Special programs
wjii be rendered
The school pupils are looking forward to the close of school, which
event is near at hand. Texico school
The Woman's Home Missionary is now nearing the close of a very
Society of the M. E. church met at successful term Much credit is due

re-

J

ket affords at the lowest posible cash price.
HAVE YOU TRIED BEN HUR COFFEE

ummer Time!

1

yCsr5;

1

'34ft Wk

Now is

the time to dress up for

A. B.

sum-

And when it's time to dress
up, it's time to to come to our store and
see the big line of
styles

mer time.

Austin&

Co,

"THE PRICE I THE THING'
Fone 52

Grand Avenue and Mitchell;

in

Palm Beach Suits

past-tim- e,

They're the most comfortable togs
for summer wear, and they're priced
!

right.

A new suit also means a new

STRAW HATS
Come in and see our complete stock.

Saturday Specials
Watch our Windows for Saturday
Specials. There'll be something there
for you,-a- t the right price.

r

--

1

is

k

rlf
ii

the efficient 3chool faculty.
Somebody had little to do for
ho they just threw rocks through
the front windows of the State Line
Pharmacy and Nahors Grocery, A
number of boys have been brought
before justice court and it is probable
the guilty ones will be punished.
Officers of the law have been quite
busy about here for the past few
diys. Mr. Moye and Mr. Sadler of
Clovis have been on our streets quite
Also a federal officer
frequently.
has been in our midst.
Oh boy, a fellow must arise early
in the morning now. The new time is
hard on us. Aryway wc will soon
get in line and forget all about it.
Keep your eye on our little berg.
Arkansas Slim.

To get good things to eat The
young ladies of the Baptist church
will serve lunch and take orders for
pies, bread and cakes at Harris Furniture Store on Sount Main Street,
next Saturday, May 7th. The "eats"
start at 11 :15. Don't miss it.
ltc
are realizing

more and

more that the dairy cow is the standby in rain or dry weather!
If you
are interested in getting some good
dairy cows write or ice the County

Agent.
The person who keeps
record of
his successes and failures is generally
the one who has the least failures to
record.
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phone; 258,

Women Can Xell

mm

YOUR CHANCE!

Farmers

-

READ THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARG

fellow begins to feel his
When
sign that the seeds of
oats it is
wisdom are failing to sprout.

know that every shirt is on its
in a show case. Its real
is shown after it has reached the
saturation point a few times. Women appreciate
when Eagle Shirts come from the washer the bedrock honesty of the yarns and dyes. They know whac
continued satisfaction shirts that bear this label give:

WOMEN

123
Kendall Dry Goods Co.

